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ABSTRACT
Following World War I, many American businesses began to sponsor musical ensembles
to promote their commercial interests and boost the morale of their workers. Although these
industry-sponsored ensembles were created to serve the needs of businesses, they often played
vital roles in their communities. One such ensemble was a wind band in Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
affiliated with the Standard Oil Company of Louisiana (known as “Stanocola”). The Stanocola
Band (1919–1950) made its first public appearance in 1920. Under the auspices of the oil
refinery in Baton Rouge, the band thrived throughout the Great Depression and World War II,
only disbanding in 1950 after its numbers dwindled. Given the paucity of scholarship on
industrial ensembles, a study of the band provides insight into industrial ensemble practices and
their effects on local communities.
Drawing on archival sources, newspaper accounts, and a rich body of period sources, this
thesis is the first to explore the Stanocola Band’s role in industry, its relation to the American
wind band tradition, and its influence in the Baton Rouge community. Chapter 1 serves as a brief
introduction to the thesis. In Chapter 2, the band’s formation is contextualized though a
discussion of “scientific management” practices, labor unions, and developments in American
industry during the 1920s. Chapter 3 establishes the Stanocola Band’s connections to the military
band tradition, and it defines the ensemble as “semi-professional” by way of comparison to the
famed Sousa Band and the many amateur bands that flourished during the era. Chapter 4 argues
that the band’s high level of musicianship kept it in demand within the Baton Rouge community
until the rise of local school-affiliated bands rendered it unnecessary for the city’s musical needs.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
On August 5, 1919, the Vice-President of the Standard Oil Company of Louisiana
(nicknamed “Stanocola”) sent a letter to employees at the Baton Rouge oil refinery in search of
personnel with musical experience who wanted to form a band.1 The employees who responded
became the original Stanocola Band, launching a local legacy that would endure for roughly
thirty years.2 The group’s formation coincided with a growing national trend of industrysponsored ensembles in the 1920s, and by the end of the decade, 625 American businesses had
reported the presence of sponsored musical activity among their workers.3 Music in industry took
several forms, and employee ensembles, especially bands, offered one method of musical
sponsorship. Other methods took advantage of the growing advancements in recording and
broadcasting technology. For instance, some industries in the 1930s began to experiment with
broadcasting musical programming from an external third party.4
Further broadcasting advancements during the Second World War sparked the
widespread installment of systems that could broadcast announcements across entire facilities,
thus streamlining plant procedures.5 Several industries rapidly adopted these public-address
systems; between 1941 and 1943, the number of plant broadcast systems grew from 500 to over
3000.6 These systems were designed to accommodate more than just administrative
announcements, however: they were capable of broadcasting music, whether prerecorded or live.

1 “Esso Refinery Band Has 24th Birthday,” Stanocolan, August 6, 1943, Louisiana and Lower Mississippi Valley
Collections, LSU Libraries, Baton Rouge, La. The name Stanocola was derived from a shortening of the Standard
Oil Company of Louisiana.
2 Throughout their existence, the ensemble was also referred to as the Standard Band, and later the Esso Band, but in
this thesis, the group will be referred to as the Stanocola Band.
3 Kenneth S. Clark, Music in Industry: A Presentation of Facts Brought Forth by a Survey, Made by the National
Bureau for the Advancement of Music, on Musical Activities Among Industrial and Commercial Workers, 207.
4 Industrial Recreation Association, Music in Industry: A Manual on Music for Work and for Recreation in Business
& Industry (Chicago: Industrial Recreation Association, 1944), 7. These broadcasts utilized telephone wires to
transmit music.
5 Doron K. Antrim, “Music in Industry,” The Musical Quarterly 29, no. 3 (July 1943): 276.
6 Ibid., 275.
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By the time that broadcast systems had become heavily integrated into work
environments, industry-sponsored ensembles had already begun to wane. The economic strains
of the Great Depression prompted the regulation of non-essential industrial expenditures. The
eventual involvement of the United States in World War II further affected industrial ensembles;
many employees involved with ensembles either enlisted or were drafted for service. Despite
these external factors, however, the Stanocola Band remained active under the auspices of the
Standard Oil Refinery in Baton Rouge until 1950.7
The ensemble’s longevity warrants investigation, and given the limited scholarship
pertaining to industrial bands, many questions remain unanswered.8 What function did these
bands serve for the businesses that sponsored them? How did these ensembles’ musical practices
align with the larger history of wind band music in the United States, including its ties to the
military? And how did these bands engage with the broader communities that surrounding their
sponsoring businesses? To address these questions, I examine the Stanocola Band’s relation to
industry (Chapter 2), the American wind band tradition (Chapter 3), and the community in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, its home city (Chapter 4).
Several primary sources underpin this thesis. Perhaps the most important is the company
newsletter of the Standard Oil Company of Louisiana’s Baton Rouge refinery, The Stanocolan.
An interview with Hypolite Landry Jr., the son of Stanocola band director Hypolite T. Landry,
has been helpful in corroborating the practices mentioned in issues of The Stanocolan. Local
newspapers such as the State-Times Advocate, Donaldsonville Chief, Times-Picayune, and

The last reference to the band in a local newspaper was on September 27, 1950 in the Morning State Advocate.
Two significant articles exist pertaining to industrial bands. The first is Hoyt LeCroy’s “Community-Based Music
Education: Influences of industrial Bands in the American South,” (Journal of Research in Music Education 46,
Summer 1998: 248-64). LeCroy focuses on the role of the mill-sponsored Lindale Band in Lindale, Georgia. He
establishes connections between the industrial band’s conductor and local music education practices. The second is
Bryan Proksch’s forthcoming publication in the 2019 volume of Texas Music History. His research investigates the
oil-sponsored Magpetco band from Beaumont, Texas.
7
8
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Women’s Enterprise present various accounts of the band’s public reception and their repertoire
selections. Last, the thesis is supported by miscellaneous sources held by the Louisiana State
University Special Collections and the East Baton Rouge Parish Library Archives, including
photographs, yearbooks, and concert programs.
In order to understand the industrial band’s place within the American band tradition, I
have drawn upon Robert and Margaret Hindle Hazen’s The Music Men: An Illustrated History of
Brass Bands in America and Paul Bierley’s The Incredible Band of John Philip Sousa.9 The
former covers a broad spectrum of band developments linked to instrument manufacture as well
as information about divergent amateur and professional bands. The latter details the
instrumentation, practices, repertoire, and touring events of the most famous of professional
wind bands. Kenneth Kreitner’s Discoursing Sweet Music catalogues the practices of several
Pennsylvania amateur town bands at the turn of the twentieth century, offering a useful point of
comparison.10 Taken together, these resources create a selection of groups with which to measure
the Stanocola Band.
In contrast to the paucity of material about specific bands, a relatively rich body of period
sources exists on the correlation between music and industry. Many of these sources focus on the
way in which to best increase worker productivity through music selection, but some go so far as
to describe how to create music ensembles that can be associated with parent industries. Of these
period sources, none is more thorough or significant to this thesis than a 1929 document by
Kenneth Clark titled Music in Industry, which outlines methods of introducing musical activity
into industrial life and includes a national catalogue of industry-sponsored ensembles.

Robert M. Hazen and Margaret Hindle Hazen, The Music Men: An Illustrated History of Brass Bands in America,
1800–1920 (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1987); Paul Edmund Bierley, The Incredible Band of John
Philip Sousa (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006).
10 Kenneth Kreitner, Discoursing Sweet Music: Town Bands and Community Life in Turn-of-the-Century
Pennsylvania (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1990).
9
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The second chapter begins with a discussion of the industrial use of music as a means to
facilitate worker productivity.11 While this concern with productivity for the sake of mass
industrial output was indebted to the contemporary thought of Henry Ford, scientific
management also played a pivotal role in the association between productivity and employee
wellbeing.12 In light of the growing attention paid to employee welfare, participation in musical
activity offered an avenue for recreation that was beneficial to workers.13 Drawing upon the
aforementioned Music in Industry, I compare the presence of musical activity at the Baton Rouge
oil refinery to the presence of industry-sponsored musical activity elsewhere in the state of
Louisiana and in other states where the Standard Oil Company was in operation. This discussion
focuses primarily on the Stanocola band but extends to other musical ensembles at the Baton
Rouge refinery, including a chorus and a short-lived secondary band organized for AfricanAmerican employees, to whom the all-white Stanocola band was out of reach.
Chapter 2 also addresses the way in which the Stanocola Band functioned as part of the
Standard Oil Company. A company newsletter, the Stanocolan, shows the significance of the
group within the company. Through the Stanocolan’s coverage of band trips and achievements,
the Standard Oil Company was able to foster company pride in the band. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of the advertising opportunities created through band sponsorship. The
uniforms and custom drum heads, which both featured company insignia, sparked instant brand
association between the company and the ensemble. Furthermore, the band’s versatility as both a
marching and concert ensemble allowed it to display the Stanocola brand across Louisiana in a
variety of ways.

Harold Burris-Meyer, “Music in Industry,” Mechanical Engineering 65 (1943): 32. The graphs presented by
Burris-Meyer reveal an increased output after the incorporation of music into a factory setting.
12 Richard A. Feiss, “Scientific Management and Its Relation to the Health of the Worker,” The American Journal of
Public Health (1917): 264.
13 Clark, 2–5.
11
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The third chapter focuses on the place of industry-sponsored bands within the American
band tradition and uses the Stanocola band as a case study. I draw on Hazen and Hazen’s The
Music Men to establish the differences between amateur and professional ensembles and outline
the qualities that the Stanocola Band shared with bands in each category. Although amateur
bands held a place in band history, the most significant musical predecessor of industrysponsored bands was the professional band of John Philip Sousa. Using Paul Bierley’s The
Incredible Band of John Philip Sousa, I develop a comparison between Sousa’s group and the
Stanocola band, concluding that the Stanocola group should be understood as semi-professional.
This comparison begins with the consideration of the instrumentation of both ensembles and
follows with a discussion of the way in which these ensembles were presented to the general
public.14 For example, several photographs of the Sousa Band primarily present his group as a
concert ensemble, as evidenced by the preference for tubas over sousaphone and the inclusion of
non-marching instruments such as harp.15 This presentation contrasted with that of the Stanocola
band, which was represented in photographs with instrumentation more suited to the dual
purposes of marching and concert performance.
Like professional and amateur groups, military bands significantly influenced the
American wind band tradition. Sousa, for example, gained fame and recognition during his time
with the United States Marine Band.16 The formation of military bands also held direct influence
over the Stanocola Band. Because the band was formed within a year of World War I’s end, the
group benefited from the musical training provided to soldiers. This training, which included
performing and drilling maneuvers, provided many original members with the skills required for
a dual marching and performing ensemble. Additional military influence is evident through

Because the two groups were of considerably different sizes, the relative composition of woodwinds, brass, and
percussion within each ensemble are taken into account as opposed to the exact numbers of players.
15 Bierley, 10.
16 Ibid., 3.
14
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Jimmie Snee, the band’s first director; he attended Louisiana State University (LSU) and
participated in their cadet band. This experience allowed Snee to develop leadership and
management skills that benefited him in the position of band director.
The fourth and last chapter examines the presence of the Stanocola band within the
surrounding community. It begins with an assessment of musical life in Baton Rouge during the
Stanocola Band’s period of greatest activity between the two world wars. Musical organizations
such as the Baton Rouge Symphony Orchestra had not been founded, and bands were not yet a
part of local school curricula. In the absence of these large instrumental ensembles, the Stanocola
band provided of music for the community, appearing in parades for gubernatorial inaugurations,
American Legion events, and other festivities. With the support of its parent company, the band
also traveled beyond the city to perform in Mardi Gras parades in New Orleans.
Beyond leading the ensemble in performances, the band’s directors played a key role in
fostering its icommunal integration. Snee, for example, was a founding member of the Baton
Rouge Community Concert Association, which brought acclaimed musical artists to the public.
He also fostered a link between LSU and the band, which led to concerts on the university’s
then-new Baton Rouge campus. The Stanocola Band’s second director, Hypolite T. Landry, also
impacted the Baton Rouge Community through his later role as the band director at Catholic
High School, a transition that reflected the waning of industry-sponsored bands and rise of high
school bands during the era.
Following the body of the thesis are three appendices. The first is a transcription of an
interview with Hypolite T. Landry, Jr., son of the Stanocola Band’s second director. The second
appendix is a catalogue of events in which the Stanocola Band is known to have participated; it
was compiled from advertisements in local newspapers and accounts in the company newsletter.

6

The third, and final, appendix is a list of the Stanocola Band’s members organized according to
their position in the band.
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CHAPTER 2. MUSIC AND INDUSTRY
The role of music in American industry expanded between the first and second world
wars, a trend prompting commentary from a variety of perspectives. In a 1943 article in The
Musical Quarterly, for example, the music journalist Doron K. Antrim—a former editor of the
magazine Metronome—suggested that industrial concert programs could serve as an outlet for
new works by living composers.17 Antrim framed this idealistic use of scheduled musical
programming through a discussion of several existing studies linking music to benefits in the
workplace. While Antrim’s concerns lay in the creative and practical potential of industrial
music for composers and musicians, the concerns of industrialists were rooted, quite
understandably, in their businesses.
During the interwar years, policies associated with the automotive manufacturer Henry
Ford were adopted in many American industries. Fordism emphasized corporate appeal to the
mass market as the engine of industry.18 Fulfilling the needs of a large market necessitated the
development of production techniques designed for greater output, and employee efficiency was
viewed as a critical tool in that endeavor. One belief held that music’s application to the
workplace could foster greater productivity among workers.19 Moreover, music’s salutary effects
could extend to “relieving fatigue, reducing accidents and absenteeism, [and] bolstering
morale.”20 In short, music in industry was understood to serve utilitarian ends, not aesthetic
ones—at least from the vantage point of those in charge.

“Mrs. Doron K. Antrim,” New York Times, September 3, 1964,
https://www.nytimes.com/1964/09/03/archives/mrs-doron-k-antrim.html accessed February 2, 2019; Antrim, 290.
18 Matt Vidal, “Fordism and the Golden Age of Atlantic Capitalism,” in The SAGE Handbook of the Sociology of
Work and Employment, edited by Stephen Edgell et al., 283–305 (Los Angeles: SAGE, 2015), 283.
19 Clark, 9.
20 Antrim, 275.
17
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“Scientifically planned” music programs reflected the integration of music with the
notion of “scientific management.”21 As advocated by Frederick Winslow Taylor, scientific
management centered on the principle that companies would find greater success with more
efficient and well-trained employees; therefore, companies should take measures to ensure that
their employees worked in an environment conducive to the execution of their jobs.22 As
important as workers’ attitudes and emotions were to increased production, employees also
needed to remain healthy enough to perform their jobs. Criticism of scientific management often
involved concern over worker fatigue due to the faster pace of efficient processes.23 In turn, this
criticism engendered a greater managerial focus on employee wellbeing. Photographs taken by
J.R. Bechtold, an accountant-turned-Vice-President of the Standard Oil Refinery in Baton Rouge
(SOBR), show a group of employees participating in calisthenics.24 Such activities represented
one example of company-led efforts to maintain employee health.
Industry-Sponsored Ensembles
Amid the broader spread of music in industrial environments, many companies elected to
form musical ensembles from the ranks of their employees. These industry-sponsored ensembles
accommodated a wide range of musical tastes through a variety of formats, which included
bands, choirs, orchestras, and chamber groups.25 Their emergence piqued the interest of the
National Bureau for the Advancement of Music, which conducted a nationwide survey of

W.A. Kerr, “Attitudes Toward Types of Industrial Music,” The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 15
(1943): 130.
22 Frederick Winslow Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers,
1911), 9–12.
23 Richard A. Feiss, “Scientific Management and Its Relation to the Health of the Worker,” The American Journal of
Public Health (1917): 264.
24 John Adam Bechtold Photographs, Mss. 5175, Louisiana and Lower Mississippi Valley Collections, LSU
Libraries, Baton Rouge, La.
25 Clark, 207–8.
21
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businesses to gauge the nature and extent of music activity.26 The findings, which were compiled
by Kenneth S. Clark and published under the title Music in Industry, reflected responses from
625 diverse businesses located in 46 of the contiguous states and Washington, D.C.27 Clark’s
analysis revealed railroads and department stores as the most common sponsors of musical
activity, but a variety of companies in other fields also sponsored ensembles. Included among the
respondents in Clark’s survey were the Ford Motor Company (in its Jacksonville, Florida
location), Richard Hellmann, Inc. (a manufacturer of mayonnaise), and C.G. Conn, Ltd. (a
manufacturer of musical instruments).28 Such diversity illustrated the national presence of
musical ensembles across a broad spectrum of industrial activity.
Several trends are apparent in the makeup of these ensembles. Gender, for example, was
a significant factor in their organization. Instrumental ensembles were separated by gender; most
consisted exclusively of men, although some all-women instrumental ensembles existed. Vocal
ensembles, on the other hand, offered greater flexibility for mixed-gender composition, but here,
too, men’s groups outnumbered women’s groups in the case of gender-specific ensembles.29 All
of these groups consisted primarily of company employees. The participation of non-employees,

The National Bureau for the Advancement of Music (NBAM), founded in 1916, was tied to the National Piano
Manufacturer’s Association and the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce. Franklin W. Koch discusses the
cooperative nature of NBAM and several of its projects to foster musical activity in his article “Cooperative
Promotional Efforts of the Music Supervisors National Conference and the National Bureau for the Advancement of
Music,” (JRME 38,1990).
27 Kenneth Sherman Clark was an early advocate for music and music education. He was involved with NBAM, the
American Society of Composers Artists and Publishers (ASCAP), and the Music Teachers National Association
(MTNA, now known as NAfME) where he provided reports on Community music in various issues of the MTNA
journal. Clark was part of the editorial staff for Musical America from 1912 to 1917, and following his involvement
with NBAM, he became a supervisory editor for the Paull Pioneer Music Corporation until his death in 1945 (in his
home of natural causes and unrelated to World War II). In addition to Music in Industry, Clark published another
book sponsored by NBAM entitled Municipal Aid to Music in America (New York: NBAM, 1925). Clark also
composed several songs and was responsible for the compilation of songbooks of popular songs, (Irl Allison and
Theodore M. Finney, “Editor’s Page,” Bulletin of the MTNA 11 1946). At the time of publication, the United States
was comprised of only the contiguous 48 states. The two states listed without musical activity are New Mexico,
which is missing from the published survey records, and Vermont which is listed without industrial musical activity
to report (Clark, 366).
28 Clark, 207, 311, 235, 250.
29 Ibid., 208.
26
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however, was not an impossibility. In some instances, hybrids of industrial and community
ensembles developed; the band sponsored by the Tiffany Laundry Co. in Aberdeen, South
Dakota, for example, was assimilated into the local municipal band.30 Additionally, the
participation of employees’ relatives offered a source for ensemble supplementation. Groups
such as the Socola band at SOBR, discussed below, included both employees and relatives into
their ranks.31 Alternatively, the Junior Band sponsored by the Kohler Company in Kohler,
Wisconsin integrated relatives in a different manner: as the name implied, the Junior Band
consisted entirely of children, representing one of the more unusual ensemble formats sponsored
by industries. 32 These instances of supplementation, unlike external integration, maintained
closer ties with the sponsoring industry through utilizing direct relationships to the employees.
Issues of race were also apparent in industry-sponsored ensembles. These groups existed
at a time when many regions of the United States justified segregation with the principle of
“separate but equal” and when blackface minstrelsy was still condoned in many institutional
settings. Industry-sponsored ensembles reflected both of these controversial practices. The
national survey indicated the presence of twelve minstrel shows as well as segregated vocal and
instrumental ensembles. Compared to their all-white counterparts, the African-American
ensembles were rarely mentioned in Clark’s survey, a fact reflected by the entry for SOBR. It
references the presence of a band, two previous minstrel shows, and a defunct choral club.33 Yet
the refinery’s newsletter, the Stanocolan, documents the existence of an African-American band
(the Socola Band) in its June 14, 1928 issue.34 This ensemble must have existed or been recently

Ibid., 357.
“Socola Band Wins Praise when Seen in Parade,” Stanocolan, November 17,1927.
32 Clark, 375. The junior band is also featured as a picture inserted between pages 24–25.
33 Ibid., 265.
34 “Colored Refinery Band,” Stanocolan, June 14, 1928.
30

31
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active when SOBR responded to the national survey.35 The company’s simultaneous omission of
the Socola band and inclusion of the then-defunct all-white choral club is a small reflection of
the racial inequalities that left African-Americans unable to gain the same recognition as their
white counterparts in the workplace and in society at large during the era.
Another trend revealed by the national survey was the emergence of a favored ensemble
format: the wind band.36 Industrial band sponsorship was not a new phenomenon in the 1920s; in
fact, the practice originated in the mid-nineteenth century.37 Despite this precedent, however, the
end of World War I initiated a period of renewed vigor for industry-sponsored bands, and The
Standard Oil Company, which owned refineries in multiple states, sponsored several such
ensembles. The Stanocola Band was formed in 1919 and made its public premiere in 1920.38
Similarly, the Whiting, Indiana branch of Standard Oil sponsored a refinery band around 1920.39
Some bands established at this time had existed in different forms prior to World War I. For
example, the mill-sponsored Lindale band in Georgia existed prior to the war, disbanded
between 1911 to 1920, and reorganized in 1920.40 Likewise, in 1923, the Magnolia Petroleum
Company (Magpetco) of Beaumont, Texas funded the reorganization of their existing small
orchestra into a functioning band.41
The Stanocola Band was one of many industry-sponsored bands, and a brief comparison
to related organizations illustrates the ensemble’s standing at national and local levels.42 The

The mention of other African-American ensembles within the national survey indicated that Socola band’s
omission reflected the company’s decision and not that of publishers of the national survey.
36 Clark, 207–8.
37 Hazen and Hazen, 48. For greater discussion of musical precedents of industry-sponsored bands, see Chapter 3.
38 “This is Muts,” Stanocolan, March 20, 1941; “Stanocola Band is the Best of Its Kind,” Stanocolan, May 22, 1924.
39 “Refinery Band to Play at Funeral,” Lake County Times, July 21, 1920.
40 LeCroy, 253–54.
41 Bryan Proksch, “The Magnolia Petroleum Band and the Industrial Bands Movement of the 1920s.”
42 Due to the limited nature of resources regarding other industrial bands, a comparison of ensemble sizes was more
practical and reveal insights unrelated to instrumentation. Larger ensembles indicate a greater availability of
interested, and musically capable, employees, and larger composition also demonstrates the willingness of their
sponsoring corporations to support these groups. Conversely, smaller ensembles indicate a lack of employee interest,
or ability, and fewer available company resources.
35
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national subdivisions of the Standard Oil Company formed industrial bands in five of their
refineries: Whiting, Indiana; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Bayonne, New Jersey; Jersey City, New
Jersey; and Linden, New Jersey.43 Of these refinery bands, the Whiting, Bayonne, and Linden
refineries sponsored larger ensembles (50–65 members) than SOBR, whose band was
comparable to the smaller ensemble from Jersey City (40 members).44 Although smaller than
some of Standard Oil’s other ensembles, the Stanocola Band was moderately sized when judged
against the general standards of other ensembles in Clark’s survey. The Stanocola Band was the
only documented industrial ensemble from Baton Rouge, with the remaining three industrial
bands in Louisiana operating in New Orleans.45 The nearby states of Mississippi and Arkansas
featured little industry-sponsored musical activity, which positioned the Stanocola Band as one
of the most prominent industry-sponsored groups in the region. Texas, by contrast, was home to
several such ensembles. Of these Texan groups, Beaumont’s Magpetco band was the closest
geographically to the Stanocola Band, but it became a casualty of the Great Depression,
disbanding in 1932.46
Music at SOBR
The Stanocola Band was indisputably the most significant musical ensemble at SOBR,
and the importance placed on recruitment highlighted the company’s interest in the band.
Adherence to gender-biased and racially segregated national norms limited membership in the
Stanocola Band to white men. The desire for a fuller ensemble, however, necessitated the
recruitment of players from various departments across the oil refinery. Both blue- and whitecollar workers were accepted into the band, and membership reflected the occupational diversity
of the refinery as a whole. Within the ensemble were carpenters, electricians, accountants,
Clark, 254, 265, 301, 302, 303.
Ibid., 302.
45 Ibid., 265–67.
46 Ibid., 360; and Proksch, “Magnolia Petroleum Band.”
43
44
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chemists, machinists, storehouse workers, general labor workers, and guards.47 Through
recruitment, the band grew from the original 26 members to 41 by 1924.48 During the late 1930s
and early 1940s, however, band enrollment declined, due largely to the outbreak of World War
II. Yet the company did not allow the ensemble to deteriorate. It proactively used the Stanocolan
to its advantage; the December 24, 1940 issue, for instance, was devoted to the refinery band in
order to foster interest.49 This special issue of the newsletter featured pictures and content
presenting the band as a company tradition while disseminating information about the group
such as their rehearsal time (members were granted the privilege of leaving work on Wednesday
afternoons in order to attend band rehearsal), the promise of company-funded travel, and the
means to contact band leaders.
The ensemble was considered a source of pride for the company, and the band’s portrayal
in the Stanocolan reflected company intentions for the ensemble to function as a morale booster.
Perhaps not surprisingly, descriptions of the ensemble often veered towards hyperbole. The
premiere issue of the Stanocolan (printed four years after the band’s first public performance)
featured the ensemble in a position of primacy on the front page, and it alluded to the band as
“the Best of its Kind,” with members described as “masters of music.”50 In tone, this issue
established the precedent for the band’s newsletter portrayal for the duration of the ensemble’s
existence. Additional content concerning the band came from the musicians themselves. Later
issues included statements given by the directors as well as the players, and their quotations often
referenced the happiness of members, their eagerness for group travel, accounts of praise
lavished upon the band, and the presence of large audiences at their performances. Occasionally,

“ESSO Refinery Band,” Stanocolan, December 24, 1940.
“Refinery Band Furnishes Music for Legion,” Stanocolan, July 17, 1924.
49 Stanocolan, December 24, 1940.
50 “Stanocola Band is the Best of Its Kind,” Stanocolan, May 22, 1924.
47
48
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the Stanocolan also published anecdotes about the band’s activities. These stories portrayed the
ensemble as a close-knit group of individuals that functioned like a family.
The frequency of representation in the newsletter, however, varies considerably. The
Stanocolan highlighted ensemble accomplishments, involvement with community events, and
travels; in short, it advertised events that showcased the band, and therefore the company. The
band participated in various engagements year-round, but a higher concentration of fall events
translated into greater newsletter coverage during the fall season. In addition to seasonal events,
other external and internal factors influenced the band’s presence in the Stanocolan. The
coverage of seasonal sports expanded as company-sponsored teams developed regular seasons,
eclipsing coverage of the band. The Great Depression affected the newsletter and physically
decreased the standard issue length from eight pages to four. During this period, band
representation dropped to a meager ten features between 1930 and 1931. The lowest period of
representation, however, occurred in 1932, when the ensemble appeared in only a single issue.
Although external economic factors were partially to blame, the ensemble simultaneously
experienced a leadership transition from Jimmie Snee to Hypolite T. Landry following Snee’s
transfer to the Standard Oil New Orleans office.51 A decade later, the band’s directorship passed
from Landry to Paul French, who led the group in 1942 and 1943.52 Following both transitions,
the band appeared more frequently in the Stanocolan following the changes in leadership.
Music in industry ultimately existed to serve the interests of businesses, and the
Stanocola Band was no different from other ensembles in this regard. Clark’s survey included
the opportunity for companies to include their opinion of sponsored musical activity regarding
“the health, efficiency and morale of the workers, and the cutting down of labor turnover.”53 The

“Band Notes,” Stanocolan, March 7, 1935.
“About the Band’s New Director,” Stanocolan, August 6, 1943.
53 Clark, 205.
51
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“opinion” of the band at SOBR was given by L. H. Unglesby, the Assistant Employment
Manager at SOBR, and his statement articulated the company’s primary motives for maintaining
the ensemble:
.…the company considers its band a good investment with regard to health,
efficiency, and morale. Also that the advertising value of a good and wellequipped band is worth its cost…. The company seems to feel that the refinery
band furnishes considerable good-will advertising, for the company is very liberal
in sending the organization here and there….54
This quotation demonstrated the utilitarian purposes behind the ensemble’s industrial
sponsorship. Unglesby’s rationale for supporting a band at SOBR mirrored the goals of
industrial music as sketched above in this chapter, and while the band’s influence on
worker health and efficiency is unclear, the ensemble clearly operated as a tool to foster
company morale and advertisement.
Influencing company morale at SOBR may appear to address a concern with
worker productivity, but it served a far more utilitarian purpose at the refinery—
maintaining control of the workforce. Scientific management, which developed during
the 1910s, was met with resistance from labor unions, and industry-biased period sources
perceived union opposition to stem from fundamental differences in ideology.55
Nationwide, the 1910s and early 1920s were marked by an increase in labor strikes and
accompanying violence, which further exacerbated anti-union sentiments; this trend drew

Ibid., 265.
R. F. Hoxie, “Why Organized Labor Opposes Scientific Management,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 31
(1916): 83–85. The crux of Hoxie’s argument revolves around his association of scientific management with change
and unionism with rigidity. He frames organized labor as an archaic system concerned with maintaining the status
quo for skilled craftsmen, and he contrasts this to a more progressive scientific management, which allows for
greater benefits for specialized workers. In this instance, specialized workers refer to those who perform one task
and thus “specialize” in one area. Similar views about unions in the wake of scientific management can be found in
C. Bertrand Thompson’s “Relation of Scientific Management to Labor,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 30 (1916):
311–351. A discussion of the relationship from the perspective of a union member, which highlights scientific
management’s focus on speedy production at the cost of the worker’s physical and mental wellbeing, which can be
seen in John P. Frey’s “The Relationship of Scientific Management to Labor,” Journal of Political Economy 21
(1913): 400–11.
54
55
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close to Baton Rouge in 1919 as nearby Bogalusa, Louisiana, experienced vigilante
murders in the wake of union activity.56 The next year, refinery workers at SOBR became
the latest in a string of oil refiners to strike for better wages and working conditions.57
The proximity in time between this event and the Stanocola Band’s founding suggests
that the company’s efforts to foster pride and improve worker morale through music and
athletics may have served, at least in part, as a hedge against union activity.
The band was also an ideal vehicle for company advertisement, offering a mobile, and
entertaining, organization for SOBR to brand. As was the case with other company-organized
bands, uniforms and equipment provided easy opportunities for band branding. The Laundry
Band from New Orleans, Louisiana, for instance, utilized their band uniforms as advertisement
for their skill as launderers.58 By comparison, the Stanocola Band’s uniforms featured less overt
company branding, but they kept the appearance of the musicians clean and sharp. The ensemble
did not adhere to a single uniform throughout its history, but instead changed designs several
times. One of the first uniforms was a drab all-black, or dark blue, uniform paired with white
accents of spats, Sam Browne belts, and caps; this styling also applied to the drum major of the
group, but he was given an additional white cape and a white busby in lieu of a cap.59 Later
uniforms retained a similar emulation of military uniforms but embodied a more naval
appearance. These later uniforms also incorporated a greater amount of white and limited the
contrasting navy-blue color to the blazers, which in some instances were exclusively white.60

Paul F. Lipold and Larry W. Isaac, “Striking Deaths: Lethal Contestation and the ‘Exceptional’ Character of the
American Labor Movement, 1870–1970,” International Review of Social History 54 (2009): 189; and Billy H.
Wyche, “Paternalism, Patriotism, and Protest in ‘The Already Best City in the Land’: Bogalusa, Louisiana, 1906–
1919,” Louisiana History: The Journal of the Louisiana Historical Association 40 (1999): 81.
57 Tyler Priest and Michael Boston, “Bucking the Odds: Organized Labor in Gulf Coast Refining,” Journal of
American History 99 (2012): 102.
58 Clark, 266.
59 Band picture, Stanocolan, March 12, 1925.
60 Band picture, Stanocolan, May 20, 1926; and “Hear the Standard Refinery Band,” Poster of the Standard Oil
Company of Louisiana Band (ca.1920s), in author’s possession.
56
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The care paid to these uniforms indicated SOBR’s eagerness to develop a visually polished band
that could be associated with their company and products.

Figure 1.1. The Stanocola Band ca. 192461

Figure 1.2. The Stanocola Band in 194062
61
62

Picture of the band from the August 10, 1939 edition of the Stanocolan.
Picture of the band from the December 24, 1940 edition of the Stanocolan.
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The band’s equipment also created additional opportunities for band branding. Flip
books, used by the ensemble to keep music available while marching, offered a unique chance
for logo placement since they would be visible to onlookers as the band paraded.63 Similarly,
bass drum heads provided a large canvas for the company’s insignia. Unlike the snare drum
heads, which faced upwards, bass drum heads faced sideways and were visually apparent during
parades. With this in mind, the Stanocola Band bass drums were emblazoned with the Standard
Oil insignia associated with the Baton Rouge Refinery, complete with fleur-de-lis and city
name.64 The replaceable nature of bass drum heads presented another advertising advantage.
When SOBR became ESSO (the precursor to Exxon), the bass drums were modified to reflect
the new company logo, which can be seen in figures 1.1 and 1.2.65
The company’s investment in the Stanocola Band is undeniable, but this ensemble did not
represent the only musical activity at SOBR. As detailed in the pages of the Stanocolan,
employees L.H. Unglesby and M.V. Robbins collaborated to compose songs such as “My Gal in
New Orleans” and ‘Maybe You’ll Be Mine”; Unglesby additionally composed both the words
and music for his song “Lonely Isle.”66 Further mention of employee compositions never appear
in the newsletter, but it documents other musical activities, including two attempts at organizing
a refinery vocal ensemble. The first occurred in 1931 under the initial leadership of R. L. Waller,
but by October, Hypolite Landry was described as the director of the “Standard Glee Club.”67
Mention of this ensemble ceased by 1932, and its discontinuation was likely related to Landry’s
new obligations as the director of the Stanocola Band. The second attempt at creating a company
vocal ensemble occurred five years later, in 1937, after the oil refinery had changed to ESSO.

Picture of E.E. “Muts” Rodriguez, Stanocolan, March 20, 1940.
Stanocola Band pictures, Stanocolan, August 10, 1939.
65 Picture of Bass Drummer Sanford Herthum, Stanocolan, December 24, 1940.
66 “New Music by Stanocolans,” Stanocolan, November 6, 1924.
67 “Call for Tenors,” Stanocolan, October 22, 1931.
63
64
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Initial advertisements in the Stanocolan offered open positions for high tenors in the ESSO Male
Quartet, and the group eventually held several rehearsals.68 Unfortunately, the ensemble met the
same fate as its predecessor, and all mention of the group ceased after May 1937.
Another musical group active at SOBR was the short-lived Socola Refinery Band, whose
documented history spans the years 1926 to 1928.69 Its presence points to the complexity of
concurrent racial attitudes at the refinery. The ensemble formed as an African-American
counterpart to the Stanocola Band, whose exclusionary policies rendered the ensemble out of
reach for many employees. Even the name Socola (an acronym of Standard Oil Company of
Louisiana) separated the band from the Stanocolans. The Socola musicians were denied access to
both the ensemble and the name of their all-white counterparts, reducing them to the status of a
second-tier ensemble. Yet in the spirit of “separate but equal,” they received treatment analogous
to—if undoubtedly still different from—that of the Stanocola Band: they received company
funding; they were outfitted in uniforms by the company; and they played at similar events to
those in which the Stanocola Band participated, despite the differing makeup of their audiences
(white for the Stanocola Band, African-American for the Socola Band). The Socola director,
Leroy Stewart, had prior experience as a band leader, which made him both qualified and
capable of leading the ensemble.70 Like the Stanocola Band, the Socola Band appeared in the
Stanocolan, where they were complimented as “a source of pride for the whole plant.”71 Such
support, however, was not maintained for the ensemble, and it was never mentioned again after
1928.
“Here and there with the Refinery Workers,” Stanocolan, January 28, 1937.
Very few sources regarding the Socola Band are extant. The ensemble was mentioned by name only once in the
local newspaper, The State Times, which was predominately intended for a white audience. (“Negro Employees of
Standard Oil to Have Picnic,” State Times, August 28, 1926). It is also likely that the Socola Band was the “negro
band” mentioned in the article “National Guard Will March in Safety Parade,” from the November 2, 1927 issue of
State Times.
70 “Socola Band Organized: Leroy Stewart Director,” Stanocolan, August 26, 1926; and “Socola Band Wins Praise
When Seen in Parade,” Stanocolan, November 17, 1927.
71 “Socola Band Wins Praise When Seen in Parade,” Stanocolan, November 17, 1927.
68
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The Stanocola Band embodied several characteristics of other industrial ensembles. Their
status as one of the few industry-sponsored bands in the region made the ensemble an invaluable
asset for the company. The band functioned as an agent of the Standard Oil Company across
state of Louisiana through their company funded travels, and they were met with positive
reception. Their success gave the refinery just cause to continue funding the ensemble through
war and economic distress.
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CHAPTER 3. THE AMERICAN BAND TRADITION
The prominence of industrial bands in the interwar years developed amid a healthy
American band tradition. Although bands had existed since colonial times, their numbers
expanded in the nineteenth century; an issue of Harper’s Weekly, for example, estimated the
presence of over 10,000 “military bands” in 1889.72 Such quantity stemmed from a combination
of more widespread music education, technological developments in the manufacture of
instruments, and a strong public desire for music.73 The Stanocola Band, among others, benefited
from the popularity that had been established through the prior successes of nationally
recognized ensembles such as the Gilmore Band and the Sousa Band.
Band tradition also reflected strong military ties, which included the use of military
uniforms for ensembles, the combination of marching while playing, and the frequent appearance
of marches in concert programs. The outbreak of World War I offered additional musical
opportunities through the formation of regimental bands. These ensembles provided soldiers an
opportunity to practice and perform regularly. In turn, veteran musicians left service able to
execute the physical demands of marching bands while retaining playing ability from daily
rehearsals.
The Division Between Amateur and Professional Bands
Wind bands developed to fit a variety of musical needs. Military bands, circus bands,
family bands, town bands, institutional bands, and lodge bands represented only some of the

Harper’s Weekly 33, Supplement for September 28, 1889, 785–88. Note that here the term “military bands” is
meant to encompass a variety of wind bands and is not solely limited to those associated with military forces. In
general, the term applied to ensembles primarily comprised of wind instruments with some percussion.
73 Richard Crawford, America’s Musical Life: A History (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 2001), 455.
Major instrumental developments occurred for both woodwind and brass instruments in the nineteenth century.
Some concerned the refinement of existing instruments. The introduction of keyed brass, which rendered brass
instruments fully chromatic as opposed to confined to natural overtone series; the keyed brass instruments were
quickly replaced by the invention of valved brass due to greater technical ease. Other manufactuers attempted to
make new instruments, but Adolph Sax was by far the most significant. His invention of the saxophone created a
woodwind instrument able to contend with the volume produced by brass instruments outside of a concert hall.
72
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distinct band types that could be found in the United States.74 Despite such a broad spectrum,
bands could be classified as professional or amateur ensembles, although this distinction was
blurred by industrial bands that arose following World War I.
Amateur bands varied according to the personnel and resources available, but
commonalities existed in their overall instrumentation and their membership practices. Town
bands represented the most common type of amateur band in the nineteenth century. Although a
uniform band size did not exist, these ensembles normally consisted of twelve to fifteen
members by the late 1800s.75 Additionally, these small ensembles displayed an overwhelming
preference for brass instruments, including both upper and lower brass.76 By the Civil War,
ensembles had all but abandoned the use of keyed brass, such as the ophicleide; in lieu of
outdated keyed and natural horns, valved brass instruments and saxhorns, which were easier to
play and yielded a more uniform sound, became the instruments of choice.77 In addition to the
shared preference for brass instruments, town bands exhibited similar “open” membership
policies. Despite this open designation, requirements such as residency in the town, good moral
standing, and approval of other bandmembers prior to admission as a member functioned as
regulatory stipulations that enabled town bands to be as inclusive, or exclusive, as they desired.78
Similarly, the Stanocola Band was praised for developing membership that represented several
departments at the refinery, which brought white- and blue-collar workers together; in reality, the

74 Margaret Hindle Hazen and Robert M. Hazen, The Music Men: An Illustrated History of Brass Bands in America,
1800–1920 (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1987), 21, 29, 33, 43, 51–52.
75 Ibid., 43, 46.
76 Ibid., 44–48. Several photographs are included within the book, and they display groups from multiple time
periods and locations during the nineteenth century that exhibit these characteristics.
77 Ibid., 92; and Kreitner, 141–42. It is true that keyed brass widened the playing capabilities of brass by making the
full chromatic scale available to players, but innovations by Adolph Sax and others helped propel more effective
fully chromatic instruments. The term “saxhorns” refers to a broad category of valved brass instruments with conical
bore made by Adolphe Sax, and these saxhorns shared fingering systems despite the difference in sounding ranges
on each instrument, which facilitated both their learning and teaching (Kreitner, 141).
78 Hazen and Hazen, 46–47. Male gender is never mentioned as a requirement, but photographs of town bands,
which are often comprised solely of white men, make the requirement implicit.
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ensemble was exclusive to white, male workers and excluded both women and AfricanAmericans of the refinery.
Professional ensembles differed from their amateur counterparts in several respects. Most
noticeably, the professional ensembles were much larger. A photograph taken of John Philip
Sousa (1854–1932) and the United States Marine Band (USMB) in March 1891 shows a stark
contrast to smaller town bands.79 Not only is the USMB larger (numbering 46 musicians in the
photograph), but their instrumentation exhibits a greater blend between woodwind and brass
instruments. The absence of saxhorns as the primary brass instrument family is noteworthy, and
it reflects their replacement with a mixture of trombones, French horns, trumpets, and cornets in
professional ensembles.80 Such instrumental diversity necessitated the recruitment of trained
musicians in order to ensure the best sound from professional ensembles. In addition to the
presence of trained musicians, professional bands also differed from amateurs in the level of
importance placed on the ensemble’s conductor. Many professional bands bore the name of their
conductor, such as the Gilmore Band and the Sousa Band. In fact, a 1917 publication by the
instrument manufacturer C.G. Conn took advantage of this association by printing the names and
pictures of several prominent contemporary bandleaders, including Sousa, Patrick Conway,
Arthur Pryor, and Alessandro Liberati, to promote their instruments.81
Although professional and amateur bands differed in many aspects (size, instrumentation,
and skill level), their repertoire was often similar and blended classical and popular styles. Bands
regularly performed short, popular pieces such as marches, two-steps, waltzes, and overtures, but

Unknown, Sousa with U.S. Marine Band, 1891, Photograph, https://www.loc.gov/item/sousa.200031534/.
Very little separates the sound of a cornet from that of a trumpet due to similar lengths of tubing, but the manner
in which the tubing is bent presents two distinctly shaped instruments.
81 Photograph of publication (Musical Truth 9, no. 21, September 1917) in Mark Fonder, Patrick Conway and his
Famous Band (Galesville: Meredith Music Publications, 2012), 5.
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it was also possible for instrumental solos and transcriptions to appear on programs.82 The
mixture of these pieces varied from ensemble to ensemble. A program might be composed
almost entirely of transcriptions; of marches and dance music; or, in Sousa’s case, of a blend of
his own marches interspersed among transcriptions and popular band works by other
composers.83 Few programs of the Stanocola Band are extant, but newspaper coverage of their
concerts mentions the performance of classical selections, marches, medleys, and popular music.
Another common genre seen in industrial band repertoire was an ensemble-specific composition,
which bears similarity to the marches often associated with specific military regiments. The
Magnolia Petroleum Band, for example, featured the march Magnolia Blossom.84 The Stanocola
Band, however, was atypical in that no such composition was a feature of their programs. In
addition to these large ensemble works, solo features were also typical of the early Stanocola
Band. The soloists Hypolite Landry (cornet and trumpet), Leo Guillot (alto saxophone), and Paul
French (clarinet) were even highlighted in one of the band’s promotional posters.85 Later, the
ensemble’s programs also included music featuring a “Saxophone Sextette.”86
A Comparison to the Sousa Band
The Sousa Band was undeniably the most prominent American wind band at the turn of
the century. The ensemble was formed in 1892 following Sousa’s departure from the USMB, and
it would not disband until Sousa’s death in 1932.87 During the band’s 40-year existence, it
performed over 15,000 documented concerts and toured extensively in the United States and

82 Band transcriptions were not limited to symphonic works, and transcriptions of piano works as well as selections
from operas could be found in band programs. For example, the Lawyer’s Band from Honesdale, Pennsylvania
programmed the intermezzo from Cavalleria Rusticana (1890) by Pietro Mascagni (1863–1945) on their September
26, 1899 concert (Kreitner, 50–51).
83 Ralph H. Korn, How to Organize the Amateur Band and Orchestra (New York: Greenberg, Publisher, Inc., 1928),
114–17; Kreitner, 153–55; Bierley, 11, 13.
84 Proksch, “Magnolia Petroleum Band.”
85 “Hear the Standard” Poster.
86 Program for Concert on June 30, 1940. It is noteworthy that the members of the Sextette included clarinetists who
doubled on saxophone. For the Stanocola Band, this allowed for a flexible instrumentation of woodwinds.
87 Bierley, 2–3.
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Europe, even completing world tour in 1911.88 The band’s ascension to prominence coincided
with the dissolution of the Gilmore Band, but no such ensemble developed to take the place of
the Sousa Band.89 The Stanocola Band and other industrial ensembles were formed while the
Sousa Band was still active, but their regional nature left them unable to compete with the Sousa
Band during its existence or inherit its mantle following Sousa’s death. Despite the differences in
their geographical reach, a comparison of the Stanocola Band and the Sousa Band is instructive.
A comparison of the ensembles might begin with instrumentation, although this aspect
poses problems. One difficulty is the fact that wind bands lacked, and in fact still lack, a standard
instrumentation.90 Despite flexible instrumentation, the inclusion of woodwinds clearly separated
the Sousa Band from the Stanocola Band. In the Sousa band, woodwinds always comprised the
majority of the ensemble, and the clarinet family filled most of the woodwind ranks.91 Table 1,
featured below, outlines the general instrumentation across three generations of the Stanocola
Band. Consistently, the brass instruments occupied the majority of the Stanocola Band’s
instrumentation.92 During the earlier years of the ensemble, cornets could be found alongside
trumpets, but by the late 1920s trumpets had become the standard upper brass instrument.
Variety also existed in the low brass section, which featured standard tubas alongside
sousaphones as well as a curved bell baritone alongside the more traditional upward facing bell.
Such diversity of instruments did not occur in the woodwind section, which was composed of
standard instruments. Of these instruments, the B-flat clarinet proved to be the most prevalent.

Ibid., 258.
Proksch, “Magnolia Petroleum Band.” The Gilmore Band was led by the Irish immigrant Patrick S. Gilmore, and
his band occupied a position of musical importance similar to that of Sousa’s ensemble. Upon Gilmore’s death in
1892, his ensemble disbanded, and the musical void left by his passing was immediately filled with the formation of
Sousa’s Band.
90 Arthur Clappé, The Wind-Band and Its Instruments: Their History, Construction, Acoustics, Technique, and
Combination (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1911), 35.
91 Bierley, 251.
92 Photographs of the Stanocola Band, Stanocolan, August 10, 1939.
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Table 1. Instrumentation of the Stanocola Band93
Flute/Piccolo/Clarinet
Saxophones
Trumpet
French Horn
Trombone
Baritone
Total Woodwinds
Total Brass
Percussion
Approximate Size

Ca. 1919
3
1
6
3
2
1
4
15
2
21

Ca. 1924
9
4
7
5
4
1
13
19
4
36

Ca. 1928
9
4
8
4
3
2
13
20
5
37

The leadership structure of these ensembles also warrants comparison.Without question,
the ensemble director held the greatest authority, bearing responsibilities that included running
rehearsals and choosing concert repertoire.94 The next link in the chain of command was the
assistant director, who was responsible for executing the role of director when the ensemble’s
official director was indisposed. The “assistant conductors” of Sousa’s band were often some of
the most skilled musicians, such as Herbert L. Clarke and Arthur W. Pryor.95 Such was also the
case in the Stanocola Band. In fact, the skill of the assistant directors in the Stanocola Band aided
in the establishment of a pattern of leadership transitions in the band from director to assistant.96
Financial considerations also factored into ensemble leadership structures. The Sousa
Band’s independence from external sponsorship meant that the ensemble had to provide its own
The information in this table is an approximation from photographs of the band showcased in the August 10, 1939
edition of the Stanocolan. No dates are provided for the pictures, but due to their inclusion of Snee as Director, all
are from prior to 1932, and the approximal dates correspond to mentions of the shift in band uniforms. Any
instrument which could not be determined from photographs was not counted.
94 Various period sources regarding bands outlined the heavy responsibilities of the conductor. It must be said that in
general, these books were intended for an amateur audience as opposed to a professional audience. The demands
placed on the conductor varied from book to book. Minimal demands can be seen in Ralph H. Korn’s book How to
Organize the Amateur Band and Orchestra and a rather lengthy list of band leader traits can be found in the chapter
“The Leader and the Led” from Ray Giles’ Here Comes the Band! (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers,
1936).
95 Herbert L. Clarke was a renowned cornetist who performed with the Sousa Band from 1893–1917, and Arthur W.
Pryor was a famed trombonist who ended his tenure with the Sousa Band in 1903 and formed a touring band of his
own (Bierley, 62; 71).
96 Hypolite Landry had been Jimmie Snee’s assistant band director; Paul French, in turn was Landry’s assistant
director.
93
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management forces—logistics with which the Stanocola Band never needed to worry. Sousa’s
band required “a general manager, a traveling manager/paymaster, a personnel manager, advance
men, a treasurer, a publicist, and a secretary.”97 The only similar position found in the Stanocola
Band was that of publicist, which was filled by Raymond Champagne during the band’s later
years; he acted as a band correspondent to the Stanocolan during Paul French’s tenure as
ensemble director and coined the recurring column title “From the Bandstand.”98
A final point of comparison concerns the ensembles’ presentation to the general public.
Although the Sousa Band’s following was national and the Stanocola Band’s was regional, the
ensembles used similar outreach methods, such as radio, photographs, and posters. Radio
broadcasting technology had emerged by the late 1920s, but J.P. Sousa was resistant both to
recording as well as live broadcasting.99 Eventually, he conducted 38 broadcasts, including a
session broadcast to Standard Oil of Indiana; many of these broadcasts would not involve his
own band, however, and the musicians heard in his conducted radio programs were often
freelancers.100 The Stanocola Band, by contrast, was able to perform over the local WJBO radio
station in Baton Rouge, Louisiana in a series of thirteen company-sponsored broadcasts; these
programs were designed to showcase the ensemble alongside local talent while offering
“enlightening comments about the superior line of [ESSO] products.”101
Photographs and posters offered another form of promotional media, and they illuminate
a significant distinction between the two ensembles: the Stanocola Band was designed to march,

Bierley, 42.
“Swing Program by Esso Refinery Band Tonight,” Stanocolan, February 18, 1944. It is interesting to note that it
was only during French’s directorship that the band had a publicist. The previous directors, Landry and Snee, often
interacted both with the company press as well as local media.
99 Bierley, 78, 86.
100 Ibid., 86–88.
101 “Twelfth Esso Refiners Broadcast Last Tuesday Night an ‘All Band’ Program,” Stanocolan, May 7, 1936. There
was also an isolated incident of the Stanocola Band broadcasting out of New Orleans over the WWL station on
February 28, 1933 due to rain preventing the band from marching in their scheduled Mardi Gras parade. (“Standard
Refinery Band ‘On the Air’ February 28th,” Stanocolan, March 9, 1933).
97
98
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while Sousa’s was not. Photographs of the Sousa Band, such as that of their 1911 world tour
ensemble, displayed a blend of woodwind and brass instruments better suited to the purposes of a
concert ensemble than a marching one.102 The inclusion of traditionally non-marching
instruments such as harp as well as extended range instruments such as the alto clarinet and the
English horn indicated an ensemble whose primary focus was concert repertoire. In reality, the
Sousa Band’s practices mirrored their appearance: the ensemble only marched in eight parades
over their forty-year career.103

Figure 2. “Hear the Standard” Poster104

Bierley, 10. This photograph was chosen due both to picture clarity and due to the representation of an average
ensemble size for the group.
103 Ibid., 8. It must be said, however, that professional touring bands were predominately concert ensembles, not
parading ensembles.
104 “Hear the Standard” Poster.
102
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The Stanocola Band, on the other hand, is depicted in photographs as a brass-dominated
ensemble and therefore one more easily heard while marching.105 Another indicator of the
Stanocola Band’s role as a marching ensemble in photographs is the presence of a drum major—
a nonexistent role in the Sousa Band—who was responsible for leading the ensemble in parade
or marching formation. These features, shown in the photograph above, indicates that the
Stanocola Band was capable of both marching and performing while seated, a fact documented
by their frequent involvement in parades as well as concerts.

Military Influence on the Stanocola Band
One final aspect of the American band tradition relevant to the Stanocola Band is military
influence, which has long been associated with wind bands. Sousa, in fact, gained initial fame
during his tenure as director of the USMB. It was common for branches of the United States
military to sponsor their own bands, such as the USMB (“The President’s Own”) and the U.S.
Army Band (“Pershing’s Own”), in addition to their own music schools. Military influence was
evident in civilian ensembles through marching traditions, uniforms, and repertoire. The position
of drum major was also strongly associated with military tradition.106 The earliest uniforms of
the Stanocola Band established a visual connection to military practice, but beneath the
superficial garb, the influence of the armed forces played a significant role in the ensemble’s
success. Soldiers involved in regimental bands gained musical training through rehearsals and
concert performances while also expanding their expertise in marching. Such experience proved
invaluable for the Stanocola Band.

Photographs of the Stanocola Band, Stanocolan, August 10, 1939.
George N. Malstron, The Drum Major’s Manual, 4th ed. (Chicago: Ludwig & Ludwig, 1932), 6. The forward of
this manual makes explicit that the positions and maneuvers it outlined reflected standards set forth by the U.S.
Army.
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Military training benefitted both the musicians and directors of the Stanocola Band. For
some, like director Jimmie Snee, training coincided with their education. Snee attended LSU as
part of the Cadet Corps program, and in 1916 he was appointed Captain of the Band in the
Battalion of Cadets.107 While an academic opportunity provided leadership experience for Snee,
other members of the original Stanocola Band were trained through the 1st Infantry Division of
the Louisiana National Guard (LNG). In fact, the chain of command in the 1917 regimental band
of the LNG mirrored that of the future Stanocola Band: Snee served as the band leader and
Landry was the assistant band leader.108 The musicians’ associations within this military band
held significant implications for their time in the Stanocola Band. From a leadership standpoint,
involvement in the LNG solidified the Snee-Landry relationship and allowed the two men to gain
experience in joint ensemble management. Benefits also extended to the musicians themselves,
however, as those in the LNG gained experience performing and interacting with one another
prior to their involvement in the Stanocola Band. Most significantly, these existing interpersonal
relationships would help foster an ensemble environment built on camaraderie.
Military service, especially as a member of a regimental ensemble, provided musicians
with the necessary skills and training befitting a dual concert-marching ensemble. The
correspondence of William Head, Jr. illuminates some of the practices associated with these
regimental ensembles during World War I and offers a glimpse into the training that several
members of the original Stanocola Band received during their time with the LNG.109 While Head

107 Snee was originally part of the Cadet Corps, and the ROTC program would not be instated on the LSU campus
until 1916. LSU also required their students to participate in military drill, and cadet band membership fulfilled this
requirement (Tom Continé and Faye Phillips, The Golden Band from Tiger Land (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 2016),
9); Cadet order book vol. 18 Louisiana State University Corps of Cadets Records, A0602.1, Louisiana State
University Archives, LSU Libraries, Baton Rouge, La.
108 WPA, “Roster 1917.” WPA Book 317. Louisiana National Guard Museums, New Orleans, La. Some of the
original band members involved in the LNG regimental band included George A. Robertson, Joe B. Dornier,
Emmitt E. Rodriguez, and Judson W. Landers.
109 Head was not a member of the Stanocola Band at any point, but his time at Camp Beauregard is significantly
related to some early members of the Stanocola Band. Snee, and others, had enlisted in the LNG prior to the United
States’ involvement in World War I, which is indicated by their presence in the 1917 rosters of the LNG. The LNG
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was not a member of the Stanocola Band, he was a music student at Mississippi College during
the onset of World War I. After enlisting, he was stationed at Camp Beauregard (Alexandria,
Louisiana) where he became part of the trumpet secion in the 140th Field Artillery regimental
band110 Head’s correspondence to his parents revealed a typical day in the band. They rehearsed
throughout the day for a total of four hours: 7:00–8:00 a.m., 10:00–11:00 a.m., and 2:00–4:00
p.m. Head also mentioned the band’s appearance at the dress parade from 5:00–6:00 p.m., which
only occupied between ten and twenty minutes of the musicians’ time; the allotted time for the
event remained a whole hour. Additionally, when members of the ensemble were not involved in
rehearsal, they spent their time drilling and performing concerts within their training camps and
elsewhere when traveling. In short, the musicians involved with these regimental ensembles
gained valuable training and experience as performers, which elevated them above average
musicians that were often found in amateur bands.
The distinction between professional and amateur ensembles prominently marked the
American band tradition. Yet the Stanocola band did not wholly fit into either of these
categories. While the band historians Margaret and Robert Hazen list industrial bands as amateur
ensembles, they acknowledge that some nineteenth-century industrial bands went on tours—a
practice more commonly associated with professional bands.111 This specific characteristic of
industrial bands would be a hallmark of the Stanocola band in the early twentieth century.112
Other professional characteristics of the Stanocola Band included trained directors and
musicians, an established chain of command within the ensemble, and a blended repertoire that

regiment band was later stationed in Camp Beauregard and toured overseas once the United States entered the war
officially (“Second Concert Sunday by Stanocola Band,” State Times, June 28, 1921).
110 “Red Circle Concert” Program, box 23, Head (William Hughes) Family Papers, Mss. 3238, Louisiana and Lower
Mississippi Valley Collections, LSU Libraries, Baton Rouge, La.
111 Hazen and Hazen, 49. One touring industrial ensemble mentioned by the Hazens was the Illinois Watch
Company of Springfield, which established a band in 1881. This ensemble toured several states in the Midwest
advertising their parent company.
112 The various in- and out-of-state tours of the Stanocola band are addressed in the following chapter.
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encapsulated both popular and classical music. In other respects, however, the band resembled
amateur ensembles: it retained a brass-centric instrumentation, presented concerts at local civic
events, and engaged in a combination of marching and concert performances. Through this
blend, the Stanocola Band existed in a semi-professional realm, neither fully professional nor
fully amateur.
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CHAPTER 4. THE BATON ROUGE COMMUNITY
Like most successful amateur and industrial bands of its time, the Stanocola Band
maintained close ties to its community. An examination of the musical milieu of Baton Rouge
between 1920 and 1945, when the band was most active, illustrates the nature of those ties.113
The Stanocola Band was formed at a time when few other large ensembles were active in Baton
Rouge, and the band’s existence coincided with the formation and development of several groups
that still exist in the city today.
Musical Life in Baton Rouge
Instrumental music in early-twentieth-century Baton Rouge was not as abundant as that
in nearby New Orleans. Despite this initial disparity, the years after World War I witnessed a
growth in the city’s musical activity. A 1921 article in the short-lived Women’s Enterprise
newspaper described the city’s musical milieu and listed several performing organizations.114
This article centered on instrumental music, and while amateur choral activity was mentioned in
the vaguest terms, no existing vocal organizations were identified.115 Of the three large
instrumental ensembles mentioned, the Stanocola Band was listed in a position of primacy and
represented the only band. The remaining two ensembles were both string-based orchestras: the
Columbia Theatre Orchestra and the Philharmonic Orchestra. The latter, according to the article,
entered its second season in 1921, which places its formation concurrent with that of the
Stanocola Band.116 The Columbia Theatre Orchestra operated as a part of the Columbia Theatre

As the Stanocola Band did not overtly engage in the jazz and blues circles within Baton Rouge, this chapter
focuses on ensembles operating outside of jazz and blues styles.
114 “Baton Rouge Becoming a Musical City,” Women’s Enterprise, November 18, 1921.
115 One vocal ensemble, The Baton Rouge Oratorio Society, was active at least until 1917, when it was mentioned in
printed conference proceedings (Papers and Proceedings of the Music Teachers’ National Association at its ThirtyNinth Annual Meeting: New Orleans December27–29, 1917, Hartford: MTNA 1918).
116 It is unclear if the Philharmonic was directly related to today’s Baton Rouge Symphony Orchesta (BRSO).
Concert programs of the BRSO, originally Baton Rouge Civic Symphony, place the organization’s second season in
1947–48 (Baton Rouge Symphony Association, Baton Rouge Symphony Orchestra Programs 1947/48, Louisiana
and Lower Mississippi Valley Collections, LSU Libraries, Baton Rouge, La.). The difference in name and
113
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in Baton Rouge, which featured musical concerts in addition to films; the theatre was built in
1920, and the Stanocola Band performed for the opening ceremony.117
Other musical ensembles and organizations were founded in Baton Rouge in the wake of
the Stanocola Band’s creation. One of the most significant organizations was the Baton Rouge
Community Concert Association (BRCCA). The BRCCA was formed on March 25, 1931 as the
local chapter of the national subscription concert series sponsored by the Columbia Concerts
Corporation (established December 12, 1930).118 The concert series provided subscribers access
to internationally acclaimed musicians at the cost of five dollars per adult and one dollar per
student; once subscribed, the member could attend any of the concerts linked to the national
concert series regardless of location.119 A variety of artists, which included vocalists, pianists,
violinists, and chamber groups, were contacted to perform in these concert series, but the music
performed never included popular music. A concert presented by the London String Quartet, for
example, consisted of Borodin’s String Quartet No. 2 in D Major, Brahms’s String Quartet No. 1
in C Minor, and a group of five themed movements entitled Fairy Suit, “The Pixy Ring”
composed by the London String Quartet’s violist, H. Waldo Warner.120 For wealthier Baton
Rouge residents, the BRCCA offered an opportunity to partake in music of the classical tradition.

timeframe indicate that the BRSO was a separate entity from the Philharmonic Orchestra mentioned by the
newspaper.
117 “New Exhibit Shines Spotlight on Louisiana Theaters, both Lost and Saved, at Old Governor's Mansion,” Daily
Advocate, November 4, 2017. The Columbia Theatre was built by the same architects who built the Columbia
Theatre associated with Southeastern Louisiana University (“History of the Columbia Theatre,”
https://columbiatheatre.org/about-columbia/history-of-columbia, accessed March 27, 2019).The Baton Rouge
theatre changed to the Paramount Theatre in 1929 and remained under the name until it was destroyed in 1979; and
“Paramount Theatre Baton Rouge Louisiana,” http://www.historicstructures.com/la/baton_rouge/paramount_theater.php, accessed April 13, 2019.
118 Baton Rouge Community Concerts Association Programs, Mss. 4592, Louisiana and Lower Mississippi Valley
Collections, LSU Libraries, Baton Rouge, La.; “History,” http://columbia-artists.com/?topic=history, accessed
March 27, 2019. The Columbia Concerts Corporation itself was a division of the Columbia Broadcasting System
(CBS). Management of concerts, at the national level, fell to Arthur Judson. He was well-versed in a variety of
musical roles, which included time as a concert violinist, work with the Philadelphia Orchestra as manager under
Leopold Stokowski as director, and his service as a reporter for Musical America since 1907.
119 Community Concert Programs. According to several currency calculators, five U.S. dollars in 1931 equates to
roughly 78 dollars in 2019’s currency, which made subscription to the concert series a luxury.
120 Ibid.
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Although the BRCCA operated independently of other local music ensembles, the group
initially held strong ties to the Stanocola Band. Jimmie Snee was a founding member of the
organization and served on its board in Baton Rouge until his transfer to the New Orleans office
of Standard Oil.121 Although Snee’s leadership role helped bring classical music to Baton Rouge,
other members of the band also became involved as volunteers for the organization. During a
BRCCA board meeting, members decided to recruit volunteers from local groups to serve as
workers for the concerts; the Stanocola Band was listed as one source for volunteers alongside
other organizations such as the Louisiana State University School of Music, the Philharmonic
Club, the Music Club, the Elk Lodge Band, city schools, and parochial schools.122 The presence
of so many musical associations on this list reflects Baton Rouge’s musical growth over the
preceding decade.
Alongside these classical offerings, school-affiliated ensembles came into being during
the Stanocola Band’s existence. Support for public-school band and orchestra programs became
a national norm by the 1920s, and the National School Band Association was formed in 1926.123
In step with this trend, the Baton Rouge High School formed a band in December of 1927.124
Louisiana, as a whole, lagged behind the national trend, however, and it was only during the
1930s that school band programs began to develop across the state. Samuel T. Burns, the
Louisiana State Supervisor of Music in 1935, described the status of school music in Louisiana

Ibid.. Snee remained listed with the board of directors in their journal until 1933, which coincided with his shift
on occupational location.
122 Ibid. The University School of Music is a reference to the music department at LSU and the Elk’s band was an
ensemble related to a local Elk Lodge.
123 Richard K. Hansen, The American Wind Band: A Cultural History (Chicago: GIA Publications, Inc., 2005), 66.
124 Baton Rouge High School 1928 Fricassee, Baton Rouge High School Yearbooks, Baton Rouge School
Yearbooks Collection, East Baton Rouge Parish Library, Baton Rouge, La., 48.
https://batonrougedigitalarchive.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/. Among the students enrolled in the band program at
Baton Rouge High School were Claude and Raymond Champagne, who would both later become clarinetists in the
Stanocola Band.
121
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as “underdeveloped.”125 Despite this negative prognosis, music programs experienced rapid
growth after only a few years, doubling the number of music teachers employed in the state and
prompting the formation of the Louisiana Music Education Association (LMEA).126 Stanocola
director Hypolite Landry capitalized on the region’s growing demand for music educators by
taking the post of band director for Catholic High School in the 1930s while maintaining his
position with the Stanocola Band.127
Another school-affiliated musical entity in the Baton Rouge area was the LSU Music
Department, which was established in 1915.128 Unlike the high school ensembles, the music
program at LSU had been established prior to the Stanocola Band’s formation, and the
department’s ensembles included an orchestra as early as 1916.129 While the university had its
own marching band, the organization did not flourish until the late 1920s. The attention garnered
by the Tiger Band at this time developed from the intense investment in the ensemble by Huey P.
Long, governor of Louisiana between 1928 and 1932 and U.S. senator from 1932 to 1935. Long
was immensely interested in the band, which he used to promote LSU and the state of Louisiana,
especially when the band was led by Castro Carazo during the 1930s.130 Long further contributed
to the growth of LSU’s Music Department through the successful recruitment of Italian baritone
Pasquale Amato, who became the chairman of the opera department and a vocal pedagogue at
the university from 1935 until his death in 1942.131

Samuel T. Burns, “The School Music Program in Louisiana,” Music Educators Journal 22 (1935): 40. Burns also
acknowledged senator Huey P. Long’s advocacy for the expansion of music education in Louisiana as a significant
factor for the initiation of music programs in the state.
126 Samuel T. Burns, “School Music in Louisiana,” Music Educators Journal 24 (1938): 28.
127 Hypolite T. Landry, Jr. Interview by author, Baton Rouge, November 9, 2018. The transcript of the interview can
be found in Appendix I. It was also not uncommon for industrial band members to become involved with local
music education (LeCroy, 258).
128 Continé and Phillips, 9.
129 “General News Items,” The Musician 22, (1917): 156.
130 Continé and Phillips, 17; 28.
131 Sarah Wells Kaufman, "The Pasquale Amato correspondence at Louisiana State University" (master’s thesis,
LSU, 2009), 30, accessed May 17, 2019,
https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/gradschool_theses/835
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The Stanocola Band in Concert
Unlike the classical ensembles supported by the BRCCA, the Stanocola Band often
performed in open-air concerts. This preference for outdoor concert environments required the
availability of large, open spaces that, in turn, allowed many community members to attend.132
The two major public areas that served as the locations for these performances were the Victory
and City Parks in Baton Rouge.133 Victory Park contained tennis courts, park paths, and a
Community Club, the latter of which served as the location for early concerts of the Stanocola
Band prior to the completion of a bandstand in the park.134 City Park, on the other hand, offered
a different concert experience tied to Baton Rouge’s geography. The presence of lakes within the
park provided the band the ability to perform on the lake through the use of barges.135 This use of
existing geographic features in City Park granted audiences in Baton Rouge access to a concert
format that had musical precedent but was not a feature that could be found at every band
concert in the country.
Musically, the Stanocola Band provided Baton Rouge with diverse programming. Their
concerts consisted of large ensemble works, chamber pieces, soloist features, and even audience
participation. This variety is demonstrated in the reproductions of Stanocola Band concert
programs included below (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). The format retains all of the information that was
available to audience members: order, title, genre, and composer (surname only). More
traditional band repertoire such as marches and transcriptions comprised the bulk of musical

As a majority of employee picnics and events where the band performed were meant more for SOBR’s
employees, this section will focus on grounds available to the population at large instead of only the refinery
employees.
133 Victory Park was once located in the downtown area of Baton Rouge on the corner of St. Anthony St. and Florida
Blvd., which is today the intersection of Florida and 7th St.
134 Community Club, Baton Rouge, LA postcard, Elizabeth Nichols Collection, East Baton Rouge Parish Library,
Baton Rouge, La. https://cdm16340.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15196coll1/id/76; “Excellent Concert of
Stanocola Band is Highly Praised,” State Times Advocate, July 13, 1920.
135 “Standard Refinery Band Uses Flit Guns with Telling Effect,” Stanocolan, August 24, 1933. The tradition of
musical performances on water is an old one, and a well-known example is Handel’s Water Music HWV 348–350.
132
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programs early in the Stanocola Band’s career (Table 2.1). The transcriptions included on the
program cover a variety of genres including ballet, opera, song, and character pieces. The genre
placed in the positions of greatest importance, however, was the march. Note in the following
program that, excluding the national anthem, the program is framed by American-composed
marches. Another characteristic seen in this early program is the date range for a majority of the
featured compositions. Excluding the Invincible America and Selections from Rose-Marie, all \
compositions were written prior to the twentieth century. The inclusion of Rose-Marie on the
program is particularly impressive because the musical premiered only a year before its
appearance in the Stanocola Band program.
Table 2.1. Concert Program in 1926136
Piece
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Genre
March
Overture
Intermezzo
Cornet Solo
Descriptive

Invincible America
William Tell Overture
Pas des Fleurs from Naila
“The Rosary”
a) Cocoanut Dance
b) Parade of the Wooden Soldiers
La Paloma
Selection from Rose-Marie
Semper Fidelis
Star Spangled Banner

Saxophone Duet
[Popular]
March

Composer
Woods137
Rossini138
Delibes139
Nevin140
Hermann141
Jessel142
Yradier143
Friml144
Sousa145

This program is reproduced from the program printed in the State Times Advocate on April 30, 1926. The labels
under the “Genre” heading appeared in the newspaper’s printed program. The sole exception is the genre for RoseMarie, which has been provided by the author.
137 Harvey J. Woods (1874–1933).
138 Gioachino Rossini (1782–1868). This piece was a transcription and was not composed specifically for band by
Rossini. Transcriptions represented a common element found in professional bands.
139 Léo Delibes (1836–1891). This composition is also a transcription, but it draws on a ballet as the original source.
140 Ethelbert Nevin (1862–1901). Again, this composition is a transcription, but it features a cornet solo instead of
thehuman voice.
141 Andrew Hermann (dates unknown) This is a transcription of a character piece composed in 1891.
142 Leon Jessel (1871–1942) Jessel represents one of the few German composers included in Stanocola Band
programs.
143 Sebastián Iradier Salaverri (1809–1865). This saxophone duet is an arrangement of the Spanish song “La
Paloma” (1859).
144 Rudolph Friml (1879–1972). Rose-Marie (1925) was a musical, which involved Oscar Hammerstein II as a
collaborator.
145 John Philip Sousa (1854–1932). Sousa’s marches were staples for many bands, and the popularity of his marches
on concert programs for bands grew as the century progressed.
136
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The reliance on transcriptions changed by the band’s later years, however, and the
Stanocola Band featured more popular music on their programs. (Table 2.2) This inclusion of
more popular music also signified a shift toward programming more current American
composers. Older concert programs did not heavily feature American composers. By the 1940s,
this trend shifted, and current American popular songs began to appear with greater frequency.146
Not only were these compositions mostly from the twentieth century, but they also included
works by African-American composers.
Table 2. 2. Concert Program in 1940.147
Piece
1. The Squealer
2. Oh! Johnny! Oh! Johnny! Oh!
3. The Song of Songs
4. Gate City
5. The St. Louis Blues
6. The Doll Dance
7. God Bless America*
8. The Thunderer
9. After You’ve Gone
10. American Patrol
11. Love’s Dream

Genre
March
Popular
Ballad
March
Popular
Incidental
Patriotic
March
Popular
Descriptive March
Waltz

Composer
Huff148
Olman149
Moya150
Weldon151
Handy152
Brown153
Berlin154
Sousa
Creamer and Layton155
Meacham156
Liszt157

In part, the avoidance of German composers in the wake of World War II necessitated the need for additional
program content.
147 This program is reproduced from the program for the concert held on June 30, 1940, currently in a private
collection of Hypolite T. Landry, Jr. The length of this program is unusual for the Stanocola Band’s concerts, but it
represents the type of music that was common to their later concert programs. Any misspellings have been faithfully
reproduced.
148 William Lockwood Huff (1875–1942). This particular march was in the style of a circus march.
149 Abe Olman (1887–1984). The song that appears on this program was composed in 1917.
150 Moya was the pseudonym for Harold Vicars (1876–1922). “The Song of Songs” was originally published in
1914.
151 Alfred F. Weldon (1862–1914).
152 W. C. Handy (1873–1958). “St. Louis Blues” was published in 1914 and was famously performed by Bessie
Smith and Louis Armstrong in 1925.
153 Ignacio “Nacio” Herb Brown (1896–1964).
154 Irving Berlin (1888–1989). Although known for his Tin Pan Alley songs and his contributions to musical theater,
his inclusion on this program was due to his patriotic song “God Bless America” (1918, rev. 1938).
155 Lyrics by Henry Creamer (1879–1930) and music by Turner Layton (1894–1978). Creamer and Layton, both
African-American, often worked together; their song “After You’ve Gone” was published in 1918.
156 Frank W. Meacham (1856–1909). His march American Patrol was originally composed for piano, but later made
available for band by Carl Fischer publishing.
157 Franz Liszt (1811–1886). The work by Liszt represented the only transcription of classical music on this
particular program.
146
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(Table 2.2. continued)
Piece
Genre
Composer
12. The Conqueror
March
Teike158
13. Saxophone Sextette
Popular
Arr. Klickmann159
a) Laughing Vamp
b) Down Home Rag
Sweatman160
14. The Gladiator
March
Sousa
15. Basin Street Blues
Popular
Williams161
16. America*
Patriotic
Carey162
*indicates a composition on which audience members were instructed to sing along
The Stanocola Band and Community Engagement
The Stanocola Band established connections to significant organizations within Baton
Rouge; although the Standard Oil Refinery’s sponsorship remained the band’s most substantial
connection to local life, the ensemble also fostered interaction with LSU and the American
Legion. The Stanocola Band’s ties to LSU began prior to the band’s creation and remained intact
throughout the ensemble’s history. The initial links to LSU were forged through the university as
an academic institution: many band members, including Director Snee, were alumni of the
university.163 After the Stanocola Band’s organization, the ensemble was called upon to provide
music for a variety of campus events, including commencement ceremonies and religious
services such as Vespers.164 The band also participated in the dedication of the on-campus war
memorial known as the Campanile; the ensemble’s involvement in this ceremony was
particularly poignant due to the military service of several ensemble members.165 In addition to

Carl Teike (1864–1922). Teike is the only German composer to appear on this program, which, given the date of
the concert (1940), is not highly unusual.
159 Frank H. Klickmann (1885-1966). He is most known for his arrangements of popular songs, such as those
included on this program.
160 Wilbur C. Sweatman (1882-1961). An African-American composer whose songs “Laughing Vamp” (1920) and
“Down Home Rag” (1911) were arranged by Klickmann.
161 Spencer Williams (1889–1969). An African-American composer. His “Basin Street Blues” was written in 1928;
it was recorded by Louis Armstrong in the same year.
162 Henry Carey (1687–1743). It is doubtful that Carey composed the words and music for the tune “God Save the
King,” but it is the composer that the Stanocola Band director Landry would have made at the time.
163 “Stanocola Band to Give Concert for Dedication,” State Times Advocate, April 30, 1926.
164 “Refinery Band Adds to Its Laurel Wreath,” Stanocolan, June 16, 1927; “The Esso Refinery Band,” Stanocolan,
February 21, 1940).
165 Photograph and accompanying description, Stanocolan, May 20, 1926.
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providing ceremonial music for official observances, the band performed concerts on campus in
the Greek Theatre.166 These concerts often coincided with events that drew visitors from beyond
the campus population; the band played for the “Farm and Home Week” classes, 4-H club
courses, and for some of the summer school students.167
The Stanocola Band’s association with the Louisiana chapter of the American Legion
proved more beneficial to the ensemble than their ties to LSU. The American Legion was a
veterans’ organization founded after the end of World War I in 1919. As many members of the
Stanocola Band were veterans by 1919, they also qualified for membership in the Legion.168 In
fact, the band, as a whole, appeared regularly at the annual state convention meetings to provide
both concerts and parades; remarking on the band’s role in these meetings, Legionnaires in 1937
remarked that “without the organization, there would be a great deal missing from the annual
gathering.”169 Snee was elected Commander of the Louisiana Department of the Legion while he
was still director of the Stanocola Band, and he used this position to increase the musical activity
in Louisiana.170 Specifically, Snee helped found an American Legion band in New Orleans
(Crescent City Post No. 125) and drum-and-bugle corps in Baton Rouge (Nicholson Post No.
38) and Lake Charles, Louisiana (W. B. Williamson Post No. 1).171 The Legion also performed

The Greek Theatre is an amphitheater located beside the Music and Dramatic Arts building on LSU’s current
campus. The open-air element associated with amphiteater made the location an ideal performance environment for
the Stanocola Band, which was accustomed to outdoor performances.
167 “Band Concert Monday Night,” Stanocolan, August 8, 1940; “Esso Refinery Band Has 24th Birthday,”
Stanocolan, August 6, 1943. 4-H clubs were enrichment organizations for children that focused particularly on
application of agricultural science; they still exist today. “Two More Audiences are Delighted by Band,”
Stanocolan, July 14, 1927).
168 A majority of the men belonged to the Nicholson (#38) post in Baton Rouge; Snee was also a former commander
of this post (“Stanocola Band Highly Praised in a Write-Up,” State Times Advocate, July 27, 1926).
169 “At Monroe,” Stanocolan, July 15, 1937; “Stanocola Band Attraction at Legion Meeting,” State Times Advocate,
July 11, 1925.
170 “Busy Week for Band,” Stanocolan, September 6, 1928.
171 American Legion Annual Report to Congress, 1929, The American Legion Digital Archive, Annual Report to
Congress Collection, https://archive.legion.org/handle/20.500.12203/6854. The Nicholson Post’s drum-and-bugle
corps, referred to as the Sons of the American Legion, was later directed by Hypolite Landry in the late 1930s.
(“Esso Refinery Band was on the Job at American Legion Convention, Lafayette,” Stanocolan, July 28, 1938) Here
the distinction of drum-and-bugle corps referred quite literally to the instrumentation. Whereas most brass bands
166
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various forms of civic service within the community. One such example was their initiative to
form a “volunteer painting squad” that would repaint various local buildings, including the
American Legion’s Community Club.172 Other initiatives were artistic, and the Legion even
sponsored a twelve-part series of band concerts, with proceeds intended for the creation of
playgrounds.173
In addition to fostering community relations via their association with established local
organizations, the ensemble played an active role through their presence at civic functions.
Today, school bands at the collegiate and high school levels are known for their involvement in
parades and other civic functions, but at the time of the Stanocola Band’s formation, few schoolaffiliated ensembles existed in Baton Rouge that were capable of filling this role. As a result, the
Stanocola Band provided music for local ceremonies. In fact, their first public appearance
occurred in the parade for Governor John M. Parker’s inauguration on May 17, 1920.174
Participation in parades constituted a significant portion of the Stanocola Band’s civic
appearances, but the ensemble also provided concerts as a form of musical entertainment for
some of these local events.
The ensemble did not limit its activities to the Baton Rouge area, however, and company
funded travel allowed the band to develop rapport in other parts of the state.175 The ensemble

included a mixture of high and low brass, the drum-and-bugle corps consisted solely of drums and bugles, or
instruments akin to a bugle (i.e., trumpet).
172 “American Legion Community Club Being Repainted,” Stanocolan, May 30, 1929. At this time, Snee had been
elected to the State Comander position while retaining his position as an employee of SOBR. SOBR was one of the
local businesses that aided in obtaining supplies for the painting venture.
173 “Crowd Estimated at 2,000 Enjoys Third of Series of Band Concerts Sunday Evening at Victory Park,” State
Times Advocate, July 7, 1924. There were only two bands that performed in this series: the Stanocola Band and the
Grotto Band, which was led by H. W. Stopher (“Stanocola Band to Give Concert Sunday Evening,” State Times
Advocate, July 19, 1924). Stopher was the first director of the LSU School of Music, and prior to his involvement
with the Grotto Band, he conducted LSU’s cadet band(Continé and Phillips, 9).The Grotto Band existed as part of
the fraternal organization known as the Adib Ahmar lodge, and the ensemble organized with an initial group of 25
players in 1923 (“Band Adib Ahmar Grotto Gives a Concert Today,” State Times Advocate, December 31, 1923).
174 “Parade formation,” State Times Advocate, May 15, 1920.
175 “Trips,” Stanocolan, December 24, 1940. SOBR covered trip expenses for the musicians, and they received no
pay decrease for their time spent away from their refinery jobs. For a record of band travels and performances, see
Appendix II.
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traveled to other cities in Louisiana by bus, performing at Parish and State Fairs, which is
demonstrated in the table below.176
Table 3. Select Band Events from Fall 1925
Date
September 27, 1925
October 10–11, 1925
October 17–18, 1925
October 19–20, 1925
October 21, 1925
October 29–November 1, 1925

Event
Local Fair
Iberia Parish Fair
Southwest Louisiana Fair
Evening Concert
Parish Fair
Louisiana State Fair

Location
Bayou Goula, LA
New Iberia, LA
Lafayette, LA
Monroe, LA
Winnsboro, LA
Shreveport, LA

Even though fairs were common for the Stanocola Band, their involvement with the Mardi Gras
krewes in New Orleans received more coverage in the Stanocolan than did any other type of
performance. 1938 marked the sixteenth consecutive year that the Stanocola Band had
participated in these parades; they were often selected to lead parades for prominent krewes such
as Rex and Proteus and even marched in the inaugural parade for the Krewe of Hermes.177 Other
travels displayed a more altruistic side of the ensemble. For example, the National Leprosarium
in Carville, Louisiana—the site of a U.S. Marine Hospital devoted to the treatment of Hansen’s
Disease, then known as leprosy—was one of the more unusual destinations for the Stanocola
Band. At the facility, which served as a mandatory place of residence for its patients, the band
played concerts as well as “music on the march.”178 Similarly, the band was also known to travel
“National Hospital Day,” Stanocolan, May 19, 1938; “Refinery Band has a big lot of dates ahead,” Stanocolan,
September 24, 1925. While the ensemble operated mostly in Louisiana, the Stanocola Band travelled to the nearby
states of Mississippi, Arkansas, and Tennessee on other occasions. For these extended range trips, it was not
uncommon for travel to be done via railroad instead of by bus (“Standard Refinery Band Notes,” Stanocolan,
September 19, 1929). Table 3 contains excerpted information from a larger list of band events, which can be found
in Appendix II.
177 “Refinery Band to Lead Three Parades During New Orleans’ Carnival Season,” Stanocolan, February 24, 1938.
The band also took part in the Proteus and Hermes parades in 1938, and expanded to encompass a fourth parade,
Momus, in 1939 (“Esso Refiners Band to Lead Four Parades During N.O. Carnival Season,” Stanocolan, January 12
1939). Rex, Proteus, and Momus were regarded as some of oldest carnival organizations, and the Stanocola Band’s
involvement with these krewes indicates some of the esteem surrounding the band.(Rosary O’Neill, New Orleans
Carnival Krewes: The History, Spirit, & Secrets of Mardi Gras [Charleston: The History Press, 2014],151).The
Krewe of Hermes was formed in 1937, and their first parade appearance was in 1938 (“Krewe of Hermes,”
https://www.mardigrasneworleans.com/parades/krewe-of-hermes, accessed March 28, 2019).
178 “Band Goes to Carville,” Stanocolan, March 21, 1929.
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to Jackson, Louisiana, in order to perform concerts and dance music for inhabitants of the East
Louisiana State Hospital, which was responsible for the care and treatment of patients suffering
from mental illness.179 It is also worth recalling that SOBR’s desire to use the band for goodwill
advertising was likely at the heart of the company’s decision to send the band on these
philanthropic trips.
As the Stanocola Band established a presence within the Baton Rouge community, Baton
Rougeans embraced the ensemble with pride. Local newspapers always greeted the band’s
performances with positive reviews, their tone matching that of The Stanocolan.180 Following
one of the earliest performances of the Stanocola Band, the manager of the Baton Rouge Electric
Company, T. L. Small, wrote a letter to the State-Times (today the Daily Advocate) to express his
opinion of the ensemble:
I cannot resist the temptation to say a few words of praise for the very excellent
concert given Sunday afternoon by the Stanocola band. I dropped in at the
Community club expecting to see the usual ill-assorted conglomeration of
individuals; each playing his own particular instrument, well perhaps, but with no
idea of working in harmony with his fellow players. Instead I found a well
balanced band of 30 pieces, carefully selected, ably led and showing the effort of
much conscientious rehearsing…. All in all, it is a band of which a community
many times the size of Baton Rouge might well be proud, and it would be a
distinct calamity if, through lack of proper support, the organization should be
allowed to break up.181
In this quotation, Small demonstrates a negative preconception of bands, but his surprise that the
Stanocola Band could exceed his expectations clearly highlights the musical ability of the
ensemble even at the outset of their career. Praise for the band became a common feature of
newspaper articles, and their commendations reflected the ensemble’s association with Baton

“Band Delights the Patients at Jackson,” Stanocolan, July 26, 1928.
The State Times Advocate would announce the band’s concerts, report on some of their travels, and provide
coverage of some of the civic events in which the ensemble participated. A special article even appeared announcing
the Stanocola Band’s 25th Anniversary in 1944 (“Esso Refinery Band to Mark 25th Anniversary This Evening,”
State Times Advocate, Sepember 27, 1944).
181 “Excellent Concert of Stanocola Band is Highly Praised,” State Times Advocate, July 13, 1920.
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Rouge. One such article, written after the band had attended the 1926 American Legion
convention in Lake Charles, Louisiana, was even titled “Stanocola Band Praised; Baton
Rougeans Are Honored.”182 Such positive support in local papers demonstrated how ingrained
the band had become in the community.
The Legacy of the Stanocola Band
The Stanocola Band mirrored the practices of other industrial bands in the South at the
beginning of the twentieth century. The full support of their industrial sponsor provided it with
equipment and, more importantly, the time needed to rehearse and sustain an ensemble of high
quality. Furthermore, the musicians’ participation in the band did not reduce their salary, thereby
allowing the members to maintain their livelihood. Not all industrial ensembles received this
level of support, and many of these bands did not survive the Great Depression. Others, such as
the Stanocola Band, managed to remain intact through the economic strain and World War II.
Their existence was contingent upon the support of the Standard Oil Company, and the demand
for the ensemble throughout the state provided a just cause for its continued funding.
Today, the band exists as a shadow of a memory, and very few people in Baton Rouge
remember, or have even heard of, the ensemble. The Stanocola Band’s thirty-year existence
came to an end in the early 1950s after experiencing a decline in the late 1940s. The ensemble’s
ultimate decline was linked not to advancements in technology but rather to the emergence of
other local ensembles. In particular, the rise of school band programs in Louisiana during the late
1930s and 1940s created ensembles that performed the same function as the Stanocola Band, and
this phenomenon even became apparent to some community members who connected the

“Pleased with Conventions at Lake Charles: Stanocola Band Praised; Baton Rougeans are Honored,” State Times
Advocate, August 2, 1926.
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ensemble’s decline with the ascendance of school bands.183 Ernest Gueymard, the former
managing editor of the State-Times said of the band:
Just about the most noted musical aggregation in the state after World War I was
the Stanocola Band…. At this time there were few if any high school bands and
the Stanocola group was much in demand at local parades and celebrations, at the
New Orleans Mardi Gras, and at numerous other events in and out of the state….
By the late ‘Forties, most schools had bands and there was not as much need for a
refinery band as in the early days. The band is now just a memory to many, but
what a pleasant memory!
Regardless of the ensemble’s limited existence, the band’s musical presence in Baton
Rouge developed strong local interest in the ensemble. The group formed at a time when bands
in the United States were at the peak of their popularity. Their initial success was predicated
upon the musicians’ playing ability, which was due in part to their involvement in local military
bands during World War I. SOBR capitalized on their access to a body of capable musicians, and
they used their ensemble to fill the musical needs of their community while promoting SOBR’s
commercial brand. In the process, a symbiotic relationship developed: a local business sponsored
and funded its own musical ensemble for the benefit of itself and its workers; the ensemble drew
upon the instrumentation, performing conventions, and repertoire of the American wind band,
the most flexible and popular of large musical ensembles at the turn of the twentieth century in
the United States; and the band itself subsequently proved valuable not only to its sponsoring
institution but to the broader community it inhabited, which greeted it with acclaim. Once Baton
Rouge schools began to address the community’s needs for music from large ensembles, the
importance of industry-sponsored, semi-professional musical organizations dwindled, and in
turn, industry support for such ensembles faded. But for three decades, the Stanocola Band
served as a vital musical force in the lives of its members, its sponsors, and its audience. And its
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story, like that of the many industrial bands that flourished between the world wars, represents an
important chapter in the broader history of American music.
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APPENDIX 1. MANUSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW WITH HYPOLITE T. LANDRY, JR.
Katlin Harris: Your father, could you talk about what his role was in the Stanocola Band?
Hypolite T. Landry, Jr.: Well, I always thought he was the director, except that I knew from
these posters that there was another man that was the director—Mr. Jimmie Snee—who I knew
and I knew his sons. So, I never did understand when my father became the director, but when I
was probably ten years old, I knew he was the director at that time. That would be 1936 because
I was born in 1926. So, I always knew him to be the director, so he became the director
sometime there in the mid ‘thirties, I suppose. Though, I don’t know when. But, if Mr. Snee was
the director when it was founded in ’22 and my father played the trumpet, I just don’t know.
KH: And can you speak to your father’s musical background?
HL: My father was from Whitecastle, Louisiana, and his father owned a grocery store, and he
graduated from the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music probably in 1916-17. [He] went in the
army, and he had a band. He was in field artillery. He was a second lieutenant, and he went to
Europe with the American Expeditionary Force, AEF they called it then. And he was in some
battles, in particular at the end of the war in the battle of [unintelligible] and the battle of Belleau
Woods. Although he was in band, he was somewhat in combat with them, and when he came
home, my eldest sister who was born on September 1, 1918, was a year old when he got home.
So, I grew up with him being the director of the Stanocola Band in the ‘thirties and as the
director of the Catholic High School Band, in which I played the drums in the Catholic High
School Band. And then he was also director of Sons of the American Legion drum-and-bugle
corps. And all through the ‘thirties, so I’m able to comprehend. I played the drums in the
Catholic High Band and the bugle in the Sons of the American Legion. And then the [Stanocola]
band started dwindling down towards the end of the ‘thirties in about ’41 or ’42, and I think it
was disbanded when [World War II] broke out. The Catholic High School Band continued. My
father directed it until the year after I graduated in 1944.
KH: So, the Standard Oil Band was the one that went away in [unintelligible]
HL: I really don’t know, but I know it got smaller and smaller, and I knew that. And I imagine
by in ’42 or ’43 it was gone.
KH: Was your father the director of the Sons of the American Legion, and the director of the
Standard Oil Band, and the Catholic High School Band all at the same time?
HL: He was. He worked at Standard Oil. He was an accountant, and he worked in the main
office, and on Monday afternoon when he got off, I guess he got off at four o’clock or so, he
would have practice with the Sons of the American Legion drum and bugle corps. On Tuesday
afternoon he would have practice with the Catholic High School Band. On Wednesday afternoon
he would have practice with the Stanocola Band. On Thursday he would have practice with the
Catholic High School Band again. On Friday, he would have practice after he worked the drum
and bugle corps. So he had five afternoons a week that he worked. And he played on the
weekend. I was in parades with the Catholic High School Band and in parades with the Sons of
the American Legion drum-and-bugle corps
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KH: Your father, what was he hired on as by Standard Oil?
HL: An accountant I would imagine. He ended up playing in the band. I was always told he was
hired to play in the band, and he was an accountant. So he worked in the main office, with the
brass. You know he worked out of the plant and everything. When I was a junior, which was
basically in 1958 he retired. I went to his retirement in the main office. The main office was
where kind of paperwork was done and all, but I also worked at that Exxon too. And I failed out
[of] LSU. I only went for one semester in 1944 […] I failed out and I had to work at Exxon. So I
worked there for six years until I went in the service […].back when I was 18 years old. Finally,
when the Korean War broke out in 1950, I was drafted.
KH: Was your dad a part of the Standard Band from its very beginning?
HL: Which band?
KH: The Standard Oil Band.
HL: I really don’t know. I don’t imagine so, but that article I read says 1922. Somehow I think he
started in ’25, because when he retired, I was doing his numbers today, when he retired in ’58, he
had been there 35 years, I think. That puts him around 1925, so I don’t think that he was there
when it started in 1923. I don’t know.
KH: Did he know Jimmie Snee through the service?
HL: I think they knew each other from childhood. In things that my father was there in
Whitecastle. And I don’t know how he knew Mr. Snee, but they were lifelong friends. And they
knew each other in the army too, but that’s all I know.
KH: In terms of the other members in the band, do you know if they knew either your father or
Mr. Snee through military service?
HL: I really have no idea. I do not know. I know of members, and some of them were
Legionnaires, but I don’t remember which ones.
KH: In regards to how they were employed at Standard Oil, were they from all different types of
departments in the company?
HL: Yes. There were people that were pipe fitters and boiler makers. In fact, the present Sheriff
of Baton Rouge, Sidney Gautreaux, his father was one of the men and a good friend of mine. I
grew up with him, and the Sheriff’s grandfather played in the Stanocola Band. His name was
Sidney J. Gautreaux, and maybe I can pick him out of the picture [“Hear the Standard” poster],
but that’s my father. I don’t know of these trumpets. One of them would be the Baton Rouge
Sheriff’s grandfather. One of those three men probably. And then I grew up with the Sheriff’s
father, Sidney Gautreaux, he was a year older than I was. We went to Catholic High together,
and so. he played the trumpet too. He played the trumpet in the Catholic High School Band, our
present Sheriff’s father. Our present Sheriff, I don’t think he plays any musical instruments, but
his daddy and his grandfather did.
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KH: Were you able to go to any of the concerts that the band played?
HL: Oh yes. The played concerts in several places: in the Greek theatre at LSU which you’re
familiar with. I tell you where I-10 crosses the lake by City Park, by the golf course. There was a
pavilion built out in the water, and they would bring my daddy’s band out, and they would play
on like Sunday afternoon, and people would sit on the banks, which would be 5075 yards maybe
150 -200 feet. And everyone would be sitting on an army blanket. Everybody had army blankets
from World War I. And he’d play Sunday afternoon concerts. Also, downtown where there’s a
long [unknown] built in commemoration of Senator Russell Long. Right where that building is
there was a park, and it was a park with a community club, and that’s where all the practices
were done. In that park, there was an outdoor pavilion for bands made out of concrete, and they
would play concerts in that concrete stage. And that’s where the band would play on Sunday
afternoon, and people would come listen, for free. The Stanocola Band would play their concerts
there. They also had some little boats, rafts I guess you’d call it. [They] probably measured 30
feet by 20 feet, and the band would be on, I think, two boats, and they had a small outboard
motor that would push them. And I’ve been on a boat with my father, and the Stanocola Band
would go around the lake and play. Go to all ends of the lake, and go around and as I recall, there
was more than one barge for the whole band. Thirty-five people, they almost couldn’t fit on one
barge.
KH: And how well attended were those concerts?
HL: There were people lining the banks of the lake to listen to them. In Victory Park, that park
was built, to my understanding, after World War I, and it was called Victory Park. It was where
the interstate, now Florida Street and Laurel Street, it was close to the Post Office, but they
disbanded that park, but that was the park where they had that concrete pavilion. I’ve seen
daddy’s bands play there. I say bands, but it was probably only the Stanocola Band that played
there.
KH: And all these concerts were free?
HL: Yes, they were free.
KH: Do you remember what type of music that they played?
HL: Well they played a lot of marches. But they played classical, semi-classical things. I don’t
recall, but they played things like the Blue Danube and Strauss waltzes. And they certainly
played a lot of Sousa marches. In the band, you know I’ve played a lot of Sousa marches. We
marched so much, and I just felt I enjoyed marching. They played maybe not true classical, but
like I say, they played a lot of Strauss waltzes and things written by people other than Strauss,
and you know semi-classical music. A lot of opera songs and things.
KH: Do you know if anyone within the band actually arrange these, or did they buy this music?
HL: I do not know. I know my daddy knew what to do with an arrangement, and I’ve seen him
arranging things, but I don’t think he arranged for that whole band. I’ve seen him. I remember
him having the music and pencil and working on it.
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KH: Did they pass out programs or was what was going to be played advertised?
HL: I really do not remember. I think I can remember some of the Greek Theater, and they had
concerts there too. The Catholic High School never played there but the Stanocola Band played
at the Greek Theater. We marched in a lot of parades and of course we played a lot of Sousa
music. And my father did a lot of arranging for the Sons of the American Legion drum-andbugle corps. We played more than just some little simple things. We played parts from Sousa’s
two marches Semper Fidelis and The Thunderer that were easy to play on a bugle you know. The
bugles we played didn’t have the valves, it was a simple brass bugle. Some other drum-and bugle
corps had fancy bugles that had valves, and you could get more notes, but in the brass business
you had to get what you could play.
KH: Speaking of instruments, do you know if the instruments in the band were provided by the
company, or if some were their own instruments?
HL: They were provided by the company. I would imagine that some owned their own
instruments. But the company, there was a place called, right where that building to Senator
Long, but it was called the Community Club. It was a building I assume was built in the
‘twenties. A big building where dances were held, and there was a fair-sized room in there that
Stanocola put all their instruments and kept them in there. They rented it, I suppose. That room
was probably 60 feet by 30 feet, and all the instruments the drums and the trumpets and
everything were kept in there. People could bring trumpets home and play them, but Standard
Oil furnished all of the instruments. Some people probably did, I’m sure they did, own their own
instruments, but Standard Oil furnished all of the instruments for the band.
KH: And they provided the uniforms as well?
HL: They provided the uniforms and the music, and they paid my father, of course, as director.
And I don’t know whether the members, I’m sure that I would imagine that the members got
compensated extra for that. They probably let them off early to go to practice. They went to New
Orleans, and they’d go down and stay a couple of days at carnival and play. I’m sure I’d imagine
that they were paid, but they paid my father. I’m sure because he was director, but I’m sure all
the musicians, I would imagine that they got paid.
KH: These rehearsals were done partially on company time, correct? Did they take place after
these men’s shifts, or were they overlapping in terms of shifts?
HL: I really don’t know in particular if some of the men were doing shift work, because my
father would work days, and I would imagine he got off early because he had to go down and
direct, and the shift ended around four. And he would have to be there by two or three, so I
imagine that he got out one or two hours early. The days that Stanocola practiced, I imagine that.
And the men, some of them were machinists and baseball players and other things, and they
played in the band. And I don’t really know.
KH: You mentioned baseball. Did the band ever play for the baseball games?
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HL: I don’t remember. The baseball was in City Park. They [Catholic High School] played at all
the football games. There were three major schools in Baton Rouge: Baton Rouge High School,
Istrouma, and Catholic High. And usually, when one of those teams would play, they’d play in
Tiger Stadium. Other games were played, Memorial Stadium wasn’t built then, there was a
football field behind Baton Rouge High School that’s on Government Street. A lot of the games
were played there. They just had bleachers, wood bleachers. When Baton Rouge High played
Catholic High, or Istrouma, they usually played in Tiger Stadium. I marched there a lot of times
with the Catholic High School Band. I only marched there one semester with the LSU band.
KH: I found some evidence indicating that there might have been a second band at Standard Oil,
which was made up of African-American employees?
HL: Not to my knowledge.
KH: Do you know roughly when the Refinery Band disbanded officially?
HL: It got smaller and smaller, and I’m guessing ’41 or ’42, but it got smaller. I remember they
had a hard time keeping it together, more or less. They had a lot of people going into service, you
know, because the [Second World] War started in ’41. And, I really don’t know.
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APPENDIX 2. CATALOGUE OF KNOWN BAND EVENTS
Date
May 17
July 11
July 18
July 25
August 1
September 12
October 6
November 11
December 23
January 12
March 10
March 18
June 26
August 28
September 11
September 24
October 5
March 25
April 16
May 18
June 1
July 31
August 17
October 15
January 7
July 14
August 6
August 12
October 10
December 23
May 79
May 13
June 29
July 21
July 27
August 31
September 6
September 7

Event

Location

1920
Inauguration of Gov. John M. Parker
Community Club Concert
Community Club Concert
Community Club Concert
Community Club Concert
Community Club Concert
South Louisiana Fair, Baton Rouge
Day
Red Cross Campaign
Concert for local orphanages
1921
Music provided at auction
Concert
Baseball Game
Victory Park Concert
Victory Park Concert
Victory Park Concert
Public Hearing
Donaldsonville Fair, Baton Rouge Day
1922
Baseball Game
Baseball Game
American Legion Carnival
Concert
Parade
American Legion Convention
Victory Park Concert
1923
Community Club Concert
Dedication of Courthouse
Fireman’s Convention
Victory Park Concert
Donaldsonville Fair, Baton Rouge Day
Community Club Concert
1924
Baton Rouge Spring Exposition
Inauguration of Gov. Henry L. Fuqua
Victory Park Concert
Victory Park Concert
Victory Park Concert
Victory Park Concert
Company Field Day
Victory Park Concert
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Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Donaldsonville, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Thibodaux, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Donaldsonville, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA

October 1718
October 19
October 2021
October31November2
December 18
December 28
May 7
June 14
July 1
July 4
September 27
October 1011
October 1718
October 1920
October 21
October 29November 1
November 11
February 11
April 57
May 1
May 28
July 4
July 1926
August 57
September 20
October 10
October 16
October 17
October 19
October 20
October 21
November 56
May 1927
May 31 June 1
June 11
June 13
June 29
July 6
August 16
August 1920
October 1927
October 14
October 1718

Florida Parishes Fair
State Firemen’s Convention
Central Louisiana Fair
Louisiana State Fair
Concert at Carville Leprosarium
Community Club Concert
1925
Fireman’s Day
LSU Commencement
Playground Dedication
Annual Company Picnic
Local Fair
Iberia Parish Fair
Southwest Louisiana Fair
Evening Concert
Parish Fair
Louisiana State Fair
Armistice Day Celebration
1926
Krewe of Rex Parade
Annual District Rotary Club
Conference
Dedication of the LSU Campanile
Hammond Strawberry Festival
Company Picnic
Concert for the patients at East
Louisiana State Hospital
Veterans Convention
Victory Park Concert
Victory Park Concert
Beauregard Parish Fair
Southwest Louisiana Fair
Parish Fair
Parish Fair
Parish Fair
Louisiana State Fair
1927
Concerts for Flood Refugees
Will Rogers Flood Relief Program
LSU Commencement
Jubilee Celebration at municipal docks
Concert at LSU
Jackson State Insane Asylum
Concert at LSU
American Legion State Convention
Fair
St. Tammany Parish Fair
Tri-State Fair
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Hammond, LA
Houma, LA
Alexandria, LA
Shreveport, LA
Carville, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Morgan City, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Bayou Goula, LA
New Iberia, LA
Lafayette, LA
Monroe, LA
Winnsboro, LA
Shreveport, LA
Crowley, LA
New Orleans, LA
Shreveport, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Hammond, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Jackson, LA
Lake Charles, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
De Ridder, LA
Lafayette, LA
Tallulah, LA
Winnsboro, LA
Bastrop, LA
Shreveport, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
New Orleans, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Jackson, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Shreveport, LA
Natchitoches, LA
Covington, LA
Memphis, TN

October 1920
October 21
October 22
October 2829
November 5

October 7

Rice Carnival
Central Louisiana Fair
Tri-Parish Fair
Louisiana State Fair
Company Safety Week Parade
1928
Concert at American Legion Post
Courthouse Dedication
Krewe of Rex Parade
Dedications at Mansfield
Louisiana State Medical Society
Luncheon
National Music Week
Inauguration of Gov. Huey Long
Concert for the patients at East
Louisiana State Hospital
Dedication and Opening of Bridge
across the Atchafalaya
Concerts at The Heidelberg Hotel and
the LSU War Memorial Campanile
Concert at the Heidelberg Hotel and
The Forty and Eight Parade
Tennessee State Fair
Rotary Club Meeting
East Tennessee Division Fair
Richland Parish Fair
Tri-State Fair
10th Annual Rice Carnival
Louisiana State Fair
1929
Concert at Carville Leprosarium
Victory Park Concert in honor of
members of the Louisiana Federation
of Music Clubs
Victory Park Concert in support of
National Music Week
New Orleans Safety Council Program
Louisiana Travelers’ Association
Convention
Fourth of July Celebration
City Park performance sponsored by
the Fireman’s Pension Committee
Dedication of American Legion Home

October 8
October 9
October 10–11

Louisiana Delta Fair
Washington Parish Fair
Vernon Parish Fair

January 9
January 10
February 21
April 1928
April 1928
May 612
May 21
July 19
August 5
August 10
August 11
September 2122
September 23
September 2425
October 1
October 14-16
October 17–19
November 2–3
March 18
April 8
May 6
May 19
June 29
July 4
July 5
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Stuttgart, AR
Alexandria, LA
Eunice, LA
Shreveport, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Marksville, LA
New Orleans, LA
Mansfield, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Jackson, LA
Simmsport, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Nashville, TN
Chattanooga, TN
Knoxville, TN
Rayville, LA
Memphis, TN
Stuttgart, AR
Shreveport, LA
Carville, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
New Orleans, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Eunice, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Lake Providence,
LA
Tallulah, LA
Franklinton, LA
Leesville, LA

October 18
October 25
February 24
March 3
March 4
June 12
August 14–16
August 25–26
September 8–10
September 11–12
October 15
October 16
October 18
October 22–24
October 30
July 7
May 7
February 2
February 28
July 14
July 15
August 15
December 11
February 12–13
August 23–25
September 12
May 9
June 29–July1
August 8–10
February 18
March 3
March 24
May 5
March 12
May 19
July 24
February 25
February 28

Golden Jubilee of the Invention of
Electric Light
Lincoln Parish Fair
1930
Dedication of Canal Street
Automobile Parade
Krewe of Rex Parade
Victory Park Concert
American Legion Convention
American Legion Convention
Appalachian District Fair
Wilson County Fair
Washington Parish Fair
East Feliciana Parish Fair
De Soto Parish Fair
Union County Fair
Beauregard Parish Fair
1931
Concerts for patients at East Louisiana
State Hospital
1932
Concert
1933
Dedication of Airport
Radio broadcast over WWL
Concert on Old LSU campus
Track meet
Firemen’s Festival
Santa Claus Parade
1934
Krewe of Proteus and Rex Parades
American Legion Convention
State Firemen’s Convention
1935
Victory Park Concert
Shreveport Centennial
American Legion Convention
1936
WJBO Broadcast
WJBO Broadcast
WJBO Broadcast
WJBO Broadcast
Inauguration of Gov. Richard W. Leche
WJBO Broadcast
1937
Esso Boosters Picnic
Krewe of Hermes Parade
Krewe of Proteus Parade
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New Orleans, LA
Ruston, LA
New Orleans, LA
New Orleans, LA
New Orleans, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
New Orleans, LA
Chattanooga, TN
Johnson City, TN
Lebanon, TN
Franklinton, LA
Clinton, LA
Mansfield, LA
El Dorado, AR
De Ridder, LA
Jackson, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Shreveport, LA
New Orleans, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
New Orleans, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
New Orleans, LA
Lake Charles, LA
Hammond, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Shreveport, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
New Orleans, LA
New Orleans, LA

March 1
February 16
February17
February 20
February 21
July 4
November 8–12
March 3
April 10
June 28
August 3
August 12
June 16–18
June 21
June 30
July 30
February 25
March 13
June 1
February 18
December 8
May 30
May 30
April 7
June 13
July 25
June 26
July 31
October 19
October 28
June 16–18
July 9
August 6
August 26
Sept. 29 – Oct. 1

Krewe of Rex Parade
1939
Krewe of Momus Parade
Krewe of Hermes Parade
Krewe of Proteus Parade
Krewe of Rex Parade
Silver Anniversary of Bogalusa
Pageant of Progress
1940
Vespers
Baseball Game
Dedication of Baseball Diamond lights
at City Park
Esso Boosters Picnic
Concert
American Legion Convention
Concert
Concert
Night Concert
1941
Krewe of Rex Parade
Louisiana Motor Transport Parade
1942
Concert
1944
Community Club Concert
1945
Welcome Home Parade
1946
Memorial for Missing Airmen
1947
Memorial Day Service
1948
Baseball Game
Concert
City Park Concert
1949
Concert
Concert
Concert
Concert
1950
Veterans of Foreign Wars Convention
Victory Park Concert
Victory Park Concert
Fleet Blessing Festival
Louisiana Sugar Cane Festival
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New Orleans, LA
New Orleans, LA
New Orleans, LA
New Orleans, LA
New Orleans, LA
Bogalusa, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Alexandria, LA
Carville, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
New Orleans, LA
New Orleans, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Opelousas, LA
Carville, LA
Monroe, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Baton Rouge, LA
Morgan City, LA
New Iberia, LA

APPENDIX 3. LIST OF KNOWN STANOCOLA BAND MEMBERS
Directors:
Joseph E. “Jimmie” Snee* (Directed 1919–1932)
Hypolite T. Landry* (D. 1932–1943)
Paul D. French (D. 1943 – 1950)
Drum Major:
George A. Robertson* (He occasionally played the sousaphone in concerts)
Woodwinds
Flute/Piccolo
H.J. Voorhies

Clarinet
Claude C. Champagne
Raymond G. Champagne
Robert “Bob” C. Cox
Ed A. Drury
P.R. French
Leo Guillot
J.W. Hoppe
R. Eddie Thornhil

Saxophone
P.R. French – Alto
W.M. Knoblock – Bari
Ted A. Martin – Alto
J.D. Mire – Tenor
Unknown Woodwind
S. J. Gautreaux
Leonce P. Bercegay
Brass
French Horn
Joe B. Dornier, Jr.*
Charley Fourrier*
M. A. Gautreaux

Trombone
Lee J. Fortier, Sr.*
Lee Fortier, Jr.
Judson W. Landers*
Ovide R. Leonard*– and tuba/sousaphone
E.A. Rachal

Trumpet
Nathan J. Gautreaux
Sidney Gautreaux
Jimmy P. Hebert*
Jimmy Hunter – Piccolo trumpet
John J. Johnsen
Rudolph B. Landry
Frank A. Pav
Emmitt E. “Muts” Rodriguez*

Baritone
Leslie Gautreaux – Curved neck baritone
G.M. Patch
Vincent Serio
Unknown Brass
Holmes Hutton
Donald Denham
O.B. Hogan
T. J. Murphy
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Percussion
Sou F. DeGeneres
Sanford W. Herthum
F.F. Fortier
M. O. Gautreaux

N. P. Arceneaux
Rene Barrios
S. L. Bass
J. L. Boudreaux
N. A. Bourgeois
Leslie Brice
G. H. Brown
Frank Carroll
Mark Caveit
Amos Charlton
Eddie M. Conder
C. D. Denham
O. D. Denson
Joe Dewitt
L. E. Dornier
L. L. Donnelly
N. C. Dunn
O. A. Durand
F. M. Eccles
J. D. Ford
Harry N. French
Lee H Gautreaux
M. A. Gautreaux
A. R. Gunn
E. W. Hartwell
A. C. Hershey
J. E. Hill
F. A. Homberg
H. H. Jacobs
L. D. Jacobs
R. A. Jacobs
H. Japher
H. K. Jeremias

Unknown

* Indicates a charter member of the Stanocola Band (1919)
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J. H. Johnson
J. P. Jonnaro
Tom B. Kleinpeter
W. W. Korpl
Chester F. LaGrone
Earl Landry
H. T. Landry
“Buck” LeBlanc
Fred LeBlanc
L. J. Lozano
C. D. Luke
Rudolph Levy
C. A. Norris
Ben Noto
E.G. Paulet
C. J. Rabby, Jr.
E. O. Riffel
F. M. Rivera
F. M. Rivers
Tommy E. Robb
P. L. Seven
D. Shepherd
Chas Tampke
E. L. Tompkins
W. N. Traylor
L. H. Unglesby
E. K. Ventre
B. H. Waddill
J. D. Wallace
R. N. “Deacon” Watts
E. C. “Doc” Weaver
J. B. Weidner
S. M. Whitehall, Jr.
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